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1. IfiffiODUCflOM 
Ithanol f®ra®atati©ii, oy tk© alaoholio femsatatioc, 
is ©ja© of tk© oM©at ch^aioal proo»®s©s related to human 
history, and ia profeably the oldest fermentation carried 
out by aankiad. fh© early interest in alcoholic fermenta­
tion was limited to the use of the product as a beverage. 
Inereased knowledge of the eheiaioal, physical, and physio­
logical properties of-etiianol led to its present wide 
application in industry and aedicine. Now it is one of the 
six m.m% important substances in the world. 
In the past decade, interest in the production of 
ethanol has been growing rapidly because of the increased 
attention being given to the us© of ethanol as motor fuel. 
Most of the luropean and soae-of the Asiatic countries 
have used alcohol-gasoline blends in various quantities as 
fuel for aotor^vehicles. Ethanol has become an indispensable 
liquid fuel ia countries where the supply of gasoline is 
liaited. Since the present war broke out increase in the 
production of ethanol has become @2:treaely important because 
treiaendoua quantities of ethanol are needed for many defense 
industries particularly in the production of siaokeless pow­
der. fhis has led the governraent of the United States to 
take the action of ordering the distilleries in this coimtry 
either to reduce or to stop the production of whiskey, and 
to use their facilities to produce industrial alcohol. 
Goverraaeut officials haT© stated that this country must 
increase the ajaaual production of industrial alcohol to 
twice or thrice the quantity produced in 1941, which was 
about lg5,000,000 gallons, in order to meet the expanding 
requirements of munitions manufacture. 
The first item which must he considered in the prob­
lem of increasing ethanol production is, of course, the 
aTailability of raw material. About 85 per cent of all the 
ethanol manufactured in this country is produced by fermen­
tation, fhe balance is produced by synthesis from ethylene 
derived from the cracking of petroletm. Since the amount of 
ethylene available is limited, any large expansion in ethanol 
production must be in the fermentation industry. 
Heariy 90 per cent of the industrial alcohol made by 
fermentation has been produced from blackstrap molasses 
which is nomally the cheapest raw material. Due to the 
tremendous increase in the demand for alcohol the molasses 
supply is inadequate. Moreover, the molasses shortage is 
rendered even more acute since most of the supply must be 
shipped to this country by tankers. Hence it has become 
necessary to use other raw materials on a large scale. Raw 
sugar and grains are the only iasmediately available raw 
materials for increased alcohol production. It is because 
of the allocation of a million tons of raw sugar for alco­
hol production that sugar rationing has become necessary. 
lext to raw sugar, tfao most feasible raw mterials 
for etiiaaol f©mentation ar© cora and wheat. Corn or 
wheat, like all other starchy materials, can not be fermented 
directly by yeaats, beeaus© yeasts do not secrete amylase, 
whieh is the ©azym© that hydrolyzes staroh into ferment­
able sugars. tPherefore, starch has first to be converted 
into sugars before it oan be subjected to yeast fermenta­
tion, "Phis process is called saocharification. Two types 
of catalytic agents can be used for saocharification, chemi­
cal and biological, fh© chemical agents commonly used are 
dilute mineral acids. The biological agent of saccharifi-
cation is an enzyaic complex called amylase, iuiylase is 
present in small aao^unts in laoBt cereals and in larger 
quantities in soybeans and sprouting grains. Most fungi 
produce aaylas# ia-varying aaounts. 
Barley mlt has been the only saccharifying agent 
used in the alcoholic fermentation industries in the United 
States. It not only has a high content of amylase, but also 
gives a characteristic flavor to the fermented liquor. How­
ever, the production of aalt is laborious and time consuming, 
and the cost is high. It has been estimated by Shepherd, 
McPherson, Brown and Hixoa (1940) that the cost of molt. 
alone adds over four cents a gallon to the price of alcohol 
produced froa grain. 
fhe use of Jiold aaylases la olcoholic fermentation of 
grains has been practiced in the Orient for many centuries. 
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Ciiia®s© hm® always used "yeast cake" io aafcing alooholio 
beTerages from graiss. The so called •'yeast cake" actually 
eontaias a group of aoMs and yeasts. After yeast oak©" 
is added to graia raash, saeohariflcation and fermentation 
go on simultaneously. 
"Koji" is the most popular sold ©nzyme preparation used 
in til© Japanese fermentation industries. Koji is prepared 
by growing a strain of mold of the Asper^illua~flavu8~oryzae 
group on any itarehy material. Steamed rice is most ooiaiaonly 
©iiployed. The us® of koji in tiie United States was intro­
duced by fakaaine, wlio manufaotured several coniaiereial amylase 
preparations which. haT© been marketed under a variety of trade 
names. 
fakamine also suggested the use of mold amylase to 
replace aalt In alcoholic fermentation. Large-scale tests 
at the Canadian plant of Hiraa Walker and Sons, Inc., proved 
entirely successful, yields of alcohol being better than 
with malt. However, a slight off-flavor or odor was pro­
duced in the alcohol, and since the flavor is of paramount 
iaportance in beverage alcohol, fakaiaine*s preparation has 
not found favor in the alcohol industry. However, this ob­
jection would not apply to alcohol employed for industrial 
purposes. It would seem that the use of mold amylase should 
hold much promise for the production of Industrial alcohol. 
fhe Biophysical Division of the Departraent of Chemistry 
of Iowa State College has always been interested in the 
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utilization of agriemltural products. "Sae-
©iiarifioatioa of starsfaif aaali©s for the alcoholic fementa-
tioa iaittstry" has heea a ©oiatiiimous research project in 
its laboratories. Siao© 'pr@vio«# studies of th© ua© of mold 
amflmrn in th@ saoeharifieatioE of graiji mashes have only-
dealt with a few strains of molds, and sine© a simultaneous 
eoaparieoa of th© aetifities of different mold amylase prepara­
tions has been laeklng, a aor© eoaprehensive study was deemed 
to h© of both theoretieal and practical interest. It was 
the majcsr purpose of this inirestigation to make a ooaparative 
study of th© relative activities of the amylase preparations 
produced from a number of selected representatiire strains 
of molds. la th® course of making a comparative study of 
these amylase preparations, it was necessary to develop a 
standard procedure both for th© growth of the molds and for 
saccharifieation of the grain aashes. Therefore, as minor 
objects, this investigation also included the following 
studies: (1) optiaua conditions for the growth of molds; 
iZ) optlaum conditions for the sacoharification of grain 
Hashes with nold-bran. 
II. HISfOHIOAL 
fh@ ms® of mold amylases as sacoliarifyiiiig agents in 
th.@ aleoiiolic fermentation of starchy materials is a 
relatiTely new science, hut is an old art. It is probably 
on© of the earliest oheiiical processes employed by mankind. 
Manufacturing alcoholic beverages from grain has been prac­
ticed for many centuries in the Orient. 
According to the review of Fang and Sun (1940), as 
early as 1700 B.C., during the Hsia and the Shang dynasties 
of China, wine was a popular beverage and had also been 
used as a solvent for medicine. About a thousand years 
later, one emperor lost his empire on account of intoxica­
tion. The succeeding emperor issued the first Law of Prohibi­
tion. fh@ use of various kinds of grains and the use of both 
grain sprouts and molds for making wine were recorded in the 
Chinese classics. 
Through all of the succeeding centuries the use of malt 
and mold in fermentation has always been an art. The scien­
tific study of malt and mold enzymes has had a history of 
only about one and a half centuries. 
According to Pringsheim (1938), amylase was discovered 
in malt by Irvine in 1785, but no literature reference is 
given. The first recorded observation of the enzymic hydrofer-
sis of starch was dated in 1814 when Nasse found that atarch 
« 7 . 
extracted froa livimg plaats ts eapabl© of effecting its 
own conversion to sugar. In 1815, Kirohoff obserred tiiat 
a glut®n«ii®al obtained froa wheat was abl® to liquefy starch 
past#, feaentable sugar being formed. He mad© tha concrete 
statsaent that a starch-sugars transformation is a necessary 
step in the alcoholic fermentation of amylaceous materials. 
In 1830, Dmbrunf^t made an extract of malt which 
converted starch into sugar, and in 1833 Payen and Persoz 
precipitated froa malt extract, by means ef alcohol, a sub­
stance capable of digesting starch, i^his substance which 
they called "diastase" could be dried and preserved. "Dias­
tase*' is a term which still persists in the literature. 
However, "aaylase" appears preferable, since it avoids con­
fusion that so»tiffl©s results from the fact that "diastase" 
is the French term for enzyia®. Inasmuch as tiiaylase is con­
cerned with the hydrolysis of starch and is the active 
principle in aalt, amylase has probably been studied more 
exteaeively than any other ©nzym®. fhe observations of Payen 
and Peroz, therefore, also mrfced the real beginning of enzyme 
study, and opened a new field in chemistry. 
Oontinuei studies of the action of laalt extract on 
starch made by Dubrunfaut (1847), 0*Sullivan (1872) and 
Schulze 1®^ to the discovery of the conversion of 
starch to aaltos© and laid the foundations for our knowledge 
of the enzyaic degradation of starch. 
Sine® that time, a very extensive literature concerning 
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til® aetion of ©azyaes on starob feas deTeloped based upon 
rmm&TQh on th® structure of staroii and on enzyme action. 
Walton (19S8) iias ooapil©d the titles, and in aanj cases 
an abstract, of twelve iiundred articles dealing with the 
study of aj^lases and their action on starch, This compi­
lation covers the period from 1811 to 1925, Besearch work 
in this field has undoubtedly further intensified since 
that time. The author of this thesis has no intention of 
making a coaprehensive refiew of the literature deToted to 
the study of aaylase or even of that related to the enzymic 
degradation of starch, but an attempt will be made to survey 
the knowledge relating to the application of amylase pre­
parations' in alcoholic feraentation, 
fh® nature of the enzyaic hydrolysis of starch was 
first postulated by Maercksr (1878), who suggested the 
existence of two diastase feraents, l^his was not confinaed 
until Ohlsson (19S3) succeeded in separating two individual 
enzymes froa malt extract based on their different stability 
toward heat at different pH, fhese two fractions are a 
«dex:trinogenase*' (©'-amylase | which hydrolyzes starch into 
dentrins, and a "saccharogenase" (p-amylase) which converts 
starch and dextrins to maltose, BIcm, Bak and Braae (1937) 
also believed that a-aaylase is responsible for the lique­
fying action, whereas the action of p-aaylase is purely 
saooharogenic. 
During the last decade, the study of amylases has 
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©xteEded to tlieir purifleatioii and fractionation, their 
activators, inhibitors and oompleiaents. Sinoe this investi­
gation is foeused prisiarilf on th@ relative activities of 
aoM preparations as saeeharifying agents in ethanol fermen­
tation of starehy materials, the review will not be extended 
to the chemistry dealing with the saeeharifioation of pur© 
staroh by relatively pure types of amylase, and those factors 
whieh infltiene© enzpaic reactions. However, that factor which 
Pringsheim {lt23| called complement" is of interest in 
alcoholic fermentation. 
When aaltose-free amylases are employed, the end product 
of the saceharification of starch is maltose. It has long 
been known, however, that this process does not yield the 
theoretical amount of maltose. The explanation has been that 
this is an equilibrium reaction, and the sugar already formed 
interfered with the further saeeharification. Pringsheia and 
Schmalz (lt23| have shown that at the point of limiting degra­
dation there remains a "limitiag dextrin" which has been 
proved to be identical with the starch-trihexosan. This 
amylolytic reiiainder is, however, saccharified after the 
afiiylases have been activated by their complement. Such an 
activator, of a protein origin, was found in fresh yeast. It 
was found to accelerate only that portion of the saccharifica-
tioa of starch lying beyond the limits of degradation. Ifeis 
investigation was confirmed by Kuhn (1925), Sjoberg (1925) 
Luers and Wienlnger (19S5), and Eoop and von Laer (1925), 
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fli® latter amtliors reported that stareh may be hydrolyzed to 
maltose by aaylas© to th© extent of 96 per cent, providing 
suffloient Gomzym® is present, 
fh© amylases and their activators occur together in 
nature. It was shown by Priagshsia and Beiser {1924) that 
the ooapl@a©at could b@ secured from barley-malt extract by 
dialysis. The varying proportion of the activators present 
with natural amylases, explains why the limiting degradation 
do®s not always stop at ©xaetly the siuae stage, 
Re^rding the methods of estimating the activity of 
an enzyaic preparation, there does not appear to be any 
entirely satisfactory and rapid method for determining the 
activity ©f enzymes although there are several of great 
indicative value. Such measurements may be broadly classed 
iinder foiir nmin headings; 
1. Tiscosity methods. 
g. Methods involving the deteriaination of reducing 
power. 
3, lodoaetric methods. 
4. Direct determinations, 
Viscosity Methods. Ohrzaszoz (1931) and with Janicki 
(19S2) have examined the methods in use for determining the 
liquefying power of amylases, and give 15 methods, together 
with 18 proposed modifications of these methods, 
Methods involving determination of reducinK power. 
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The adoptet by tii© Institute of Brewing is that of 
Laa© and lynon Cl§B^), using f@blliig*s solution. The amount 
of r@4ucing sugar formed may be tetermined voluaetrioally 
or by graTiaetric aethods, preferably by the method of Sherman 
and his ao-worJfcers (1910, 1916). Lane and Eynon*s (19S3) 
method is on« of the standai^  methods used by workers in 
England. Morris and Garter (1935) titrated the sugar solution 
against alkaline ferricyanide, and obtained results which 
are oo^arabl© with those obtained with Lane and Eynon's 
method. HoweTer, so far as fermentation is concerned, 
Harada*.s laetiiGd seems to b© more applicable, 
Harada*® (1931) method is a aodification of that of 
iintner (1886), being based on the principle of the produc­
tion of a definite quantity of reducing sugar by the action 
of aa^lase upon a definite aaomit of Lintner*s starch solu­
tion under specified conditions. The sugar is determined by 
the reduction of ?@hling*s solution. An objection is that 
aany amylase preparations also contain maltase, the mzym 
which con-rerts maltose to dextrose. The final product then 
may b® a mixture of the two sugars of different reducing 
powers, thus, the reducing Talue obtained might be mislead­
ing. 
lodoBstrlc Methods, fhe degradation of starch may 
be followed by obsenration of the iodine reaction, a method 
first suggested by Wohlgemuth (1908) modified and advanced 
by Bloitt, B&k, and Braae (193?) and Hanes and Cattle (1938)• 
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fil© latter workers studied the absorption spectra of 
starcii-ioaiia in various stages of hydrolysis by means of 
a spectrophotometer. 
Ghzaszez {1913) has repeatedly stressed that the 
astiTities of diastases should be considered separately 
aocording to whether they are liquefying, dextrinizing, or 
saacharifying in action. 
Mreot deterainations. The choice of method 
naturally depends upon the oireuastanees and aim of the vmrk. 
From the point of Tlew of factory control it is preferable 
to haTs soae direct method of getting the result wanted. 
Clibbens and G#ak© (1931) d©Teloped a method for determining 
the actiTity of a desizing enzyme on the cloth upon which 
it is subsequently to be used. 
In all the work related to the saocharification of 
starchy nashes for the alcoholic fermentation done at Iowa. 
State College, the activities of the mold amylase preparations 
have always been measured by running fermentation experiments. 
This direct method undoubtedly furnishes the most accurate 
and conclusive results. 
The above review aay provide a fundamental background 
for the understanding of the action of enzymic preparations 
applied to alcoholic fermentation. The remaining part of 
this historical treatment will be devoted to tracing the 
development of the use of laold amylase preparations in 
alcoholic fermentation. No attempt will be made here to 
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discuss ©itber the Mstory of the us® of malt ia fermentation 
or til® Mistory of yeast feraentatioa. for yeast f©mentation, 
@xoell@at rsTiews can to© found in publioations of GuiUiemond 
and Tannsr (1920), Harden (193g| and Preseott and Dunn (1940). 
for th© us® of malt in fermentation industry, books by 
Hopkins and Kraus© (1937) and loss-Maskenzie {1934) provide 
tti@or@tieal and praatical disouasions. 
Molds liaT© b©®n widely employed for the production of 
Tarious dietary articles in alaost all the Oriental countries, 
HsTertheless their utilization in Oocidental countries is 
lacking, Seientifically, Aspergillua oryzae attracted the 
attention of Oeoldental inTestigators as far back as 1875, 
Kozai (1900) reTiewed th© literature regarding the early 
inTestigation of AspergilluB oryzae and its industrial appli­
cations, and gave credit to Hoffoann and Korshelt as th© 
first writers upon this subject, Korshelt (1878) reported 
that in the preparation of '•sake*', a J'apanese alcoholic 
beverage, an aaylolytic ©nzya© developed during the culture 
of th© fungus which he named lurotium. In his "Chemistry for 
Sake Brewing", Atkinson (1881) discussed the function of th© 
enzya© ^ust naaed. Th© fungus was then known as Eurotium 
oryzae« having been first identified by ilhlbiirg in 1876 
but Goha*8 later investigation l@d to renaraing it Aspergillus 
oryzae, A Japanese, Jokiehi Takamine, was chiefly respon­
sible for the introduction of the application of ajaylolytic 
enzymes of Aspergillus oryzae to th© Occidental countries. 
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H® adT00at@a %h& use of tlie ©azyaes of iispergiXlus oryzaa 
in the distilliag industry. E© obtaiaed a number of patents 
in EmglaM, tiie United States ant s@T©ral other countries 
for maaufaeturiag enzymi0 preparations under the trad© 
aamesi "aoyashi" (1891, 1894), "koji'' (1891, 1894), "taka~ 
koji" (1894), "aoto** (1894) ant "taka-koji diastase" (1894). 
"Moyashi'* is prepared by laixing mold spores with 
steamed oereals. After the grain is well covered by green 
mold, the product is dried at a lov# temperature, and the 
grain sifted from th© green powder, which consists of the 
mold spores, fh® green spores may be preserved by mixing 
with some hygrosoopie inert substance, such as roasted 
stareh or anhydrous calciua sulfate, 
"Koji" is prepared from any starchy material by first 
steaming it, in order to thoroughly gelatinize the starch, 
allo¥»ing this to cool, and seeding ?#ith 1/50,000 part of 
pur® "moyasM". fhe mass is placed in a ohaiiber ranging 
from 20® to 40® 0., and after 24 hours is spread out in a 
thin layer, and is allowed to remain thus until the koji 
ferment develops, This is indicated by the formation of a 
white mold over the mass. It is then to be used as a diasta-
tie and alcoholic feraent. A ooiaprehensiv© study of the 
nature of koji diastase has been reported by Ito (1932). 
Instead of growing the fungus on rice or other grains, 
Taicamine also employed bran of grains. He found that wheat 
bran is the best for this purpose, as it is of a loose and 
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ooars© nature, thus affording a large surface for th® growth 
of the fuagtis aM a ready aceesa of air, besides being rich 
in albiiiainoids and aitrogeneoms matter, so forming a 
nutritious material. The fua@is is sown and developed on the 
aoist bran medium, fo the whole mass, upon and through which 
the fungus has deyeloped, .?#hiah possesses both diastatio and 
fermenting properties, Takaaine applied the name "taka-koji" 
to distinguish it from "koji" which ii usually a culture on 
steamed rio©, 
"Moto** is a liquor containing ferment cells, prepared 
from a mixture of rlo©-»ko|i, steased rice and viater. "Taka-
koji diastase** is the water extract of •'taka-koji", 
fakaain® {1918) tried the isolation of the diastase 
from the water extract of "taka-koji". From precipitation 
by alcohol, h© obtained a yellowish-white amorphous powder, 
perfectly odorless, possessing a pleasant nutty taste. It 
is marketed. under the name "taka-diastase". 
fakamine (1896, 1906, 1910, 1911) also patented his 
improTeaents and modifications in the maaufactur© and appli­
cation of these diastatio preparations in converting starch 
into sugar. 
More recently Harada (1931) mad® a relatively compre­
hensive study of the cultivation of Aspergillus orvzae on 
cooked wheat bran for the preparation of diastatio enzymes, 
and of so®e of the properties of the latter. He pointed out 
that the essential factors in the production of the enzymes 
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%t growth of Aspergillus oryaa® say b© sp©eifie4 as follows: 
M) quality of bran; (2) %mt®T soateat of bran; (3) hydrogen 
ioa eonosntratioa; f4) time of iaeubatloja; (§) temperature; 
(6) humidity of ohaab@r; and if) sterilization. He also 
deiaonstrated the presence of certain other enzymes associated 
with the diastatio. ©nzyae preparation. 
In studying technical iaproveaents of the process for 
producing "taka-koji", Takaaine (1913) used a pneuiaatic 
malting drum within which the mass is tumbled by rotation 
while being subjected to a current of moistened air. The 
mycelial growth was better than any method used before, The 
filements were shorter and thicker. Takamine (1914) stated 
that the •^taka-koji" mde in this way forms an efficient 
subatitiita for malt in alcoholic- fermeatatioa. It possesses 
a great adTanta,g@ mmr malt diastase as a medicinal agent 
by retaining its actiTity alaoat unchanged for several years. 
fhe process waa further improTed (1913, 1915, 1918, 
19E1, 19E3) by using fungus aocllaatized to an antiseptic 
such as formaldehyde, thus eliminating contamination; by 
using salt water instead of pure water in mixing the bran 
aash; and by keeping the bran ffledium neutral or acidic. 
Oshiiaa and Church (1923) studied in detail the enzymes 
produced by strains of aolds of the Aspergillus-fla-rus-'Oryzae 
group, which were isolated froa tane~koJi used in shoyu 
manufacture and related industries. These organisms pro­
duced iadividually amylases and proteases of widely different 
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strengtiis, Omlt-ur© ©xperlaents on Tarious food substances 
afe©w#€ tfciat strongest amylase and protease were produced 
with tsxan. fh© ratio of aaylase and protease did not seem 
to ehange mueli with the culture medium. Snzymes were pre­
sent la the myoelium of the fungus in greatest amount at 
the period of sporulation of the fungus. Practioally all the 
intracellular enzytaes passed out into the oulture medium 
soon after sporulation. Oshima (1928) made an extensive 
study of the quantitative estimation and the properties of 
the protease and aaylase of Agper<gillus oryzae. He concluded 
that the extra-cellular and intra-cellular enzsrmes of 
Aspergillus oryzae are fundamentally the same. After spore 
formation, almost all intra-cellular enzyme was excreted into 
the mediua. The optimum pH for amylo-saccharification was 
found to "be pH 4.8 to 5.2 and that for amylo-liquefaction 
about the same. The amylases were found most stable to 
heat at pH 6.4. They became completely inactivated on heat­
ing for on© hour at 85®G. 
Concerning the application of taka-koji in distilleries, 
Ortved (191BI carried out large-scale tests at the plant of 
Hiraa ¥lalker and Sons, in Canada, and reached the conclusion: 
"fherefore, I should say as a final conclusion 
that in distilleries which make coiaiaercial or potable 
neutral spirit, the faka-Koji process could be intro­
duced to advantage. Besides from a probable higher 
yield in spirit, the saving in raalt cost would be 
worth while in years with normal malt prices and 
very considerable in years when the malt prices 
become abnormal." 
Paralleling the study of the molds used in Japanese 
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feraentatioa IMustries, tfa® use of "Chines© Y@ast" has also 
attraetei th« attention of Ifestern scientists. In China, 
th@ saecharifying laaterial is prepared by starting v^ith 
dou^ mad© from rl©© flour* This is mad© into oakes and 
Mixed with aromtio herbs, th® whole eovered over ¥^ith rice 
husks and allowed to undergo spontaneous fermentation. A 
whit© ]W3ld grows on th© oakes, which ar® then dried in th© 
sun. fh@ product is known as Chinese yeast oake. In 1892, 
Galaett® aad© th® first scientific study of the microflora 
of this product. As a result of his extensive investigation, 
he found that a certain species of lyluGor always predoiainated 
in this conglomeration of aieroorganisias. He termed thia 
Af' ' 
species of aold Aayloaycea (Bouacii. It possessed the property 
of saccharifying starch and of slowly converting sugar into 
alcohol. 
However, a few years earlier, Gayon and Dubourg (1887) 
had investigated the laolds Burotiua oryzae. Mucor 
circinelloides. Mucor raceaosug. and Mucor alternans. 
fheir observations^ showed thatEurotium orvzae had the highest 
saccharifying powerj Mucor alternans had considerable 
saccharifying activity but somewhat less than Burotium oryzae. 
fhe other soMs had soa© saccharifying ability but were 
quit® inferior to Burotium oryzae and Mucor alternans. 
At Seclia distillery near Lille, Collette and Boidin 
(18971 found that Amyloavcea louxii. when ^own in one 
hectolitre of the residuary liquors of yeast factories. 
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produced 1 litr® of alcohol. Other similar residues 
could be utilized for the produetion of alcohol in this 
way, and the above mentioned mold eould he replaced by th© 
0 hlaacrdo-mueor of or the As per villus oryzae of Japan. 
For fermenting starchy material by molds, the same 
authors {1897} described the process as follows; the starchy 
raw material was well boiled, and the starch liquefied by 
a little malt, acid, or mold; it was then well boiled and 
cooled and a pure culture of Ajgrlomyoes Rouxii. Aspergillus 
oryzae, or other aold Was added. Saceharification and fer­
mentation of the starch occurred, the latter being hastened 
by the addition of a little yeast. It was stated that 
process ga-ve much better yields of alcohol than the one 
usually practiced, Boidin and lolants (1897) also reported 
that in the saccharifioation of rice by iSjaylomyces Roua:!!. 
the activity of th© diastase was greatest in a faintly aoid 
medium. 
Sanguinetti (1897) made comparative experiments with 
Aspergillus oryzae. Gayon*s Mucor alternans. and Aavlomyces 
iouxii. he found that the saccharifying power was greatest 
in Aspergillus oryzae. the Aaylomvces Rouxli taking second 
place. However, Amyloayoes Rouxii had greater fermentative 
power, rendering it alone, out of the three, suitable for 
industrial eaployiaent, whether for the direct fermentation 
of starchy material or for utilizing distillery residues. 
Jean (1898) coaipared the relative merits of Takaaine's 
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proees® for saocbarifioation aM fer.iasjQtatioB by i^ans of 
As.pergsll3.tt8 oryzae and Oollette and Boidin* s process for 
th© us© of Amylomyceg Rom:li of Galmett®; lie rexaarked that 
th@ foraer orgaElsa had a much greater saocharifylng power, 
and eould to® used with stroager aashes than the latter, 
Boidia (1899) r0aark®d, howefer, that the fungi were 
defielent in starch liquefying power; the grains in the 
distillery were, therefore, treated with 1 to 2 per oent of 
aalt hefore sterilization in order to liquefy the gelatinized 
stareh. 
fh© us© of molds in feraentation has attracted so 
mu©h attention that hy the end of the nineteenth century, 
molds were utilized extensively in southern Surope where 
fermentations of amylaeeous materials were carried out. At 
first, Aayloiayaea Rotaxil was used exclusively, hut subse­
quently Mucor p, Muoor V, and Ehizopus delemar were employed, 
all of which were isolated either from Chinese yeast cake 
or from Japanese koji, A higher saccharifying efficiency 
was olaiaed for the Mucor p, by Colette and Boidin (1900). 
From the study of the growth and morphology of the 
so called ikaylomyces Rouxii. Wehaer {1900) decided that it 
was a true Itocor. He also isolated Mucor eircinelloides. 
!te&Qr Japoai.QUS. and Ihizopus from the Chinese yeast cake. 
Wehaer*® opinion was shared by furquet (190S), who studied 
the ways of reproduction of iuayloiayces Rouxii. and concluded 
that it belonged to the genus Mucor and should henceforth 
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b© tem©d Mucor gQUxli. its nearest relations being Maoor 
Tmmx>Bm and Mueor cireinelloides. 
From tb© wheat-flotir cake used in the preparation of 
the GMnes® beverage "Shao-hlag-Gh©w«, Saito {1904} fomd 
beside the ordinary aold fungi» two new kinds of Efaizopua* 
named Bhlzopug ghlnensi® and Bhi.gopu@ tritici. They 
saeeharlfied stareh with the produotion of aleohol and ester, 
and also liquefied gelatin* 
Will (1913) isolated a new yeast "SaGoharomyoes 
anaiaenslsf^ from a mixture of wild yeast found on the sugar 
cane in Oochin, China. He applied it to the fermentation of 
saccharified -aashes, and this organis® was found to be par­
ticularly useful because it fermented actively at the same 
temperature at which the aold developed in the Aaylo process 
{3§®-38'®0.), and could therefore be employed advantageously 
in imshes. of the Aaylo process. 
drove |ltl4) aade a eoaprehensive review of the Aiaylo 
process of feraestatioa. Some of its important points can 
be sufflaarised as follows? (1) fhe aaylo-process, which is 
used la aany of the largest distilleries of -France, Italy, 
and Spain, is characterized by the use of mold fungi instead 
of aalt for the sacchariflcation of starch' and by the rigorous 
application of pure culture methods on a large scale. The 
organisms esployed, originally isolated from "Chinese yeast" 
belong to the groups gucor and Rhizopus* !S5ie most satisfac­
tory one, Ihizopus delenar, converts starch into dextrose 
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aad also slowlj feraents the latter, feut ia practice a 
spselal yeast is aM@d. to effecst feraeatation,. (2) Tlie 
priaeipal raw materials of th® aiaylo-proeess ar® rise, maize, 
aanioe, €ari, millet, and potatoes. (3) Th@ ataroh has to 
he liqiiefiei as coapletely as possihle. It is don© by 
hytroohlorio aoid or aalt, aesordisg to its origin. In the 
ease of aaize, it is ©oaraely ground and agitated for on© 
hour with two parts of watar eontaining hydroohlorie acid 
(usually 6-8 litres of coneentrated acid per 1,000 icllos of 
imiz©), and then introdueed into the first of the two cookers, 
in which the preaBure is raised to 60 lbs, per sq.in, in 
l§-20 aiautes and maintained for 15-30 minutes. Whilst a 
saiall quantity of steaa is allowed to blow off in order to 
keep the laash in agitation, (4) fh© yield of alcohol ob­
tained by aaylo-proeess is considerably higher than by other 
methods, for no dextrins are left unfermented and the fermen­
tation is pure. 
Boulard (1918) used Mueor Boulard Ho. 5 for sacohari-
fication in the alcoholic feraentation of grain. The yeast 
was introduced a few hours after the aiold was added in 
contrast to the relatiTely long interral of 18 to 24 hours 
generally ®iaploy®d at that time. Boulard claimed that both 
eaocharificatioa and fermentation were completed within 48 
hours. 
In lil8. Baud reported that the use of Mucor for the 
saccharlficatlon of carbohydrate® had extended considerably. 
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iiaTing b©©n afiopted bj more thaii 24 plants; tlie quantity of 
alcokol produe®d toy this means was 10,000 hectoliters 
(2,640,000 gallons) in 1914 and 182,96E heotolitera 
(48,312,000 gallons) in 1917. Mucor may also be used in the 
preliminary saeeharifieatlon in the aanufaature of vinegar. 
Deleaar (1919) reiriewed the dOTelopiaent of diastase-
seereting fungi, partiemlarly AaFloiaycea Rotixil. in the pre­
paration of alcohol froa aereals. He stated that in the 
period 1910-1919, progress had heen in the direction of 
ao®©lerating the speed of the saeeharifying process by using 
the aueh more rapidly germinating conidia of the Muoor instead 
of the spores hitherto employed, so that the yeast oould be 
added at the same time as the Mieor culture. The yield ob­
tained by this process amounted to 97.0 per cent of the 
theory, 100 kilos of maize giving 36-42 liters and 100 kilos 
of rice 42-47 liters of alcohol.. 
Gall# (1925) reviewed in detail the production of 
alcohol in a maize distillery where BOO hectoliters (58,800 
gallons) of alcohol was produced daily by Amylo process from 
aaize and other grains, and malt diastase was completely 
replaced by the Amylomyces and acid. The yields obtained 
were 39-40 liters of alcohol per 100 kg. of maize as against 
34 liters by the malting process. In addition to maize, 
the following substitutes were sucoessfully treated during 
the war by the Amylo process; daaaged maize, seeds of 
Sorghum •wulmm. Setaria Beauyois. and Vicia sativa. 
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Almost tlieoretiaal yialis of aloofaol vter© obtained. 
Siae® til© m@tfao€ of oaletalating the yieM of alcohol 
f^om femeatatioa mm aot givea in th© reports of th® above 
authors, it is diffisult to compare their yields with those 
of th© present investigation. At any rate, their yields were 
very good as compared with the yields froa malt used at the 
saa© tiae. 
Ooneerning th® advantages of th© Aaylo process over 
th© aalt prooess, Horn Cl01f) gave the Amylo process credit 
in iaereagiag th© yield of alcohol; eliminating the cost of 
maltI and saving steam, water, and labor on account of the 
fact that higher concentrations of mashes could be employed. 
In addition, Foth {19S9) reported that the residue from the 
Aaylo process contained more fat than the malt process 
yielded. 
Owes (lt33) suwarized th© aost important advantages 
in the p-roeesses using species of llucors for the aacchari-
ficatlon of starch which are as follows! (1) econoiay due to 
saving in aalt; (2) decreases in loases due to infection 
introduced with the malt; (3) increaaed yields of alcohol; 
and {4:) higher purity of alcohol formed in the laash. 
Prompted by Owen's article, Heubauer (1933) stated 
that the Aaylo process suffers several disadvantages. The 
higher yield of alcohol was offset by th© higher consumption 
of power and speeial Installations. Besides, an expert 
personnel and a complete bacteriological laboratory are 
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required., 
following til© lead of Ow®n, Boidia (1933) published 
\ 
th.© improvements in the developaent of the Aaylo process. 
He reported that Mueor Delemar was of high saccharifying 
power and gave the best results in industrial application. 
The duration of the fer^ntation was comparatively long 
when the Amylo process was first used. He reported that 
the duration had been cut down to 2,5 to 3 days by the use 
of a very active yeast which ferments at high teiaperatur© 
and which, living in symbiosis with the atolds, enters into 
action at the very moment when sacoharifioation has reached 
the desired point. 
In addition to Agpergtillua oryzae and the Blucor and 
Bhizopua species listed above, a number of other fiingi have 
been studied from the point of view of their aaylolytic 
enzyaes, iiiiong thea may be mentioned: Asperi^lllus batatae. 
Asperj^illua pseudoflavus and Rhizopus iaponicus studied 
by Saito (1907); Aspergillus albus. Aspergillus eandidus. 
Aspergillus Okazakii by Okazaki (1914); Asperg;illus 
terricola by Scale® (1914); and Aspergillus niger by Funke 
(ltS2). All of these ftangi produced aore or less amylase, 
ifith a fiw of thea producing enough to warrant comiercial 
exploitation. 
Milt a and co-workers (1931, 1933, 1936) compared the 
saccharifying po\ver of Rhizopua peka I, Rhizopus peka II, 
four strains of Aspergillus Awamori» six strains of 
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Aspergillus oTwkm and eight strains of unidentified molds 
with, oa© strain of Rhisopxie del@»r« They found that 
Ehizopua d@rl®mar. Rhizopus p^ ka I-, and two unidentified 
speoies were found to h© best for alcoholic fermentation 
by the Aaylo proseas. fhese organisms gave 87 to 91 per 
cent yields on a s@ai-iniuatrial s-oale. fhe optimum eon- • 
eentration ©f th© wort was 12 to 13 per eent for kaoliang, 
12 t© 15 per eent for dry iweet potato, and 16 to 17 per 
eent for ©assava* 
Heail and Tsukitart (1933} studied the alcoholic 
fermentation by Bhizmua deleaar* Rhizopus tritioi. Rhizopus 
toafeinensis« Rhissopug oryzae. Ehizopua .laponious. and 
Rhizopua aeMuse When they were cultivated in koji water, 
the first three varieties produeed more alcohol. The addition 
of seeondary potagsiua phosphate inereases the production 
of alcohol. 
Wei and Ghin (ISS^ ) examined the diastatic activity 
by both Bertraad*s and Lindner's methods of ten species of 
Aspergillus including six strains of Aspergillus oryzae. 
one strain each' of Aspergillus ni^ er. Asper^ illua lAiohuensis. 
and Aaperg;illus ^ lauous. and an unidentified Asperisillug 
speeies. They found that Agpergillua oryzae (AOID) had the 
greatest diastatlc power. 
fakeda (1935) aade a ooapariaon of the aiaylolytic 
power of B7 stoo&s of Rhizopus isolated from rogi and soy-
beaa-koji produced in Java and Sumatra, Strains of 
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RttizopQS s-emarajagensis and Rliizopus .jaTaaicus were said 
to iiave strong miylolytio power, and the latter was ©spa-
cially valuable for the Amjlo process for alcoholic fer­
mentation. Satisfactory results were obtained on both the 
laboratory and th© industrial scales. 
The aboTe review has dealt with two processes in the 
use of fungal amylases as saccharifying agents in the 
ethanol fermentation of starchy Materials, namely, Takamine*s 
% 
"taka-koji" process and the Aiaylo process. The difference 
between these two processes is that In the "taka-koji" 
process the mold is grown on wheat bran, and the product is 
in turn used for the saccharification of grain raash, while 
in the iaylo process the mold is grown directly on the grain 
»agh. 
Although both processes were found to be superior to 
malt processes, the "taka-koji" process possesses advantages 
over the Amylo process in that the former takes a shorter 
time in its operation and requires no special installations, 
which are needed in th© Aaylo process. But, strangely enough, 
the Asi^ lo process has been widely applied industrially for 
more than thirty years while the "taka-koji" process of 
using mold-bran in the alcoholic feraentation has been totally 
forgotten. 
Recently, tJnderkofler, fulaer and Schoene (1939) 
revived the idea of using mold amylase preparations to re­
place aalt and undertook a detailed study of the use of 
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moM-toran ija the saociiarificatioa of stai-oiiy grain mashes 
for tbe aleokolie fermentatioa. By usiag a rotating drum 
teclmic, th@y dereloped a proeedur© for the produotion 
of active aaylolytlc preparations from tii© growth of molds 
on wh®at feraa. Two strains of the mold Aspergillus oryzae 
wer® found very satiefaotory for producing amylase for use la 
satseharifying com aashes. With mold-hran produced from 
©lth@r of th® two strains of aoM alcohol yields were, on 
the awrag®, ahout IS per cent higher than with malt. 
Alcohol yields of at least 90 per cent of the theory were 
obtained by the us© of aoM-bran for saceharification in 
fermentations of 8i gallons of corn mash. The amount of 
aold-braa required for siaximua alcohol production was 8 to 
10 per cent of the weight of corn, 
Schoene {1939) made a preliminary investigation of 
amylase production by 17 species or strains of molds and 
by 7 species or strains of bacteria grown on wheat bran 
in flasks. He concluded that none of the bacteria produced 
useful quantities of amylase, but all of the aiolds, which 
included B strains of the Aspergiillus flavus^ 'Oryzae group 
2 strains of Muoor rouxli, S strains of Rhizopus delemar. 
4 strains of Rhizopus oryzae. one strain of each of Rhizopus 
iM I. Bhizopus tritlci. Mucor circinelloides. Muoor 
.layaaicus and Diplodia zeae. and 2 strains of unidentified 
yellow mold, yielded considerable amounts of ai^ lase. From 
feraentation results, th© mold-bran prepared by using 
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Aspergillus or^ za# was prov®ifl to h® d@fiaitely superior 
to that froa amy of the other aoMs tested, 
Sehoeae, fulaer^  and Underkofler (1940) compared malt, 
aold-hraya, aad soybeaa »eal as saocharlfyiog agents. Of 
these three, aold-hraa was the aost effeetife and soybean 
least, two types of mshes, normal aM thick, were also 
studied in conjunction with coabinatioas of the three 
amylolytie naterials. lo advantage was foiind using coa-
binations over aold-bran alone. With aoid-sacoharified 
Hashes, the addition of aold-bran gave considerable increase 
ia alcohol yield, fhiii result %fas ascribed to enzymic action, 
causing the comrersion of the aoa-fermentable polysaccharides 
rewainiag .in the acid-saccharified aashes to fermentable 
sugar,, 'fhe greater effectiweaegs of i^ ld-braa o^ er mlt was 
associated with the greater variety of enzymes present ia 
the former., 
Baazon Cli40) inirestlgated the use of aold-bran as a 
sacoharifyimg ageat for the production of alcohol from 
cassaTa. By the use of a quantity of aold-braa equal to 7.5 
per cent of the weight of the ©asea-ffa, alcohol yields well 
aboTe 80 per cent of theory were obtained under laboratory 
conditions, fhe best results were attained when the mold-
bran was introduced into the msh at 30® C. This discovery 
would eliainate- the custoasary aalting procedure carried on 
at elevated temperature and would thus result in a substan^ -
tial reduction in the cost of the process. 
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Buolcaloo (1940), aad Uaa.@rkofl©r, Goering and Buokaloo 
{1941) ©ontinued tlx® iiiTestlgatioa of ?arious mold aaylases 
in th« saeoliarifieatioa of corn aasii for ethanol fermentation. 
Fomr strains of Aa per villus oma®, on© strain each of 
Rhizoptis orrza©. fihlzopms tritiol -and Muoor iavanious. and two 
strains of uaidentifisd aolds w®r@ grown on moistened wiieat 
laran in tb@ rotating drum apparatus, 'Pli® t¥/o strains of 
Aapergillms oryza©. Rhizopua oTrzm, and Ehlzopms tritiol were 
found to produe® amylase preparations which ga^ e high saeohar-
ifieation Tallies in the alcoholic fermentation of corn mash. 
fh@ alcohol yields obtaij^ d were approximately 10 per cent 
greater than those seeiired froa malt. Attempts were made to 
grow Aspergillus oryzae on Tarious fibrous materials includ­
ing wheat bran, corn bran, oat hulls, cotton-seed hulls, 
corn cobs, sawdust, peanut hulls, and rioe hulls. ¥/heat 
bran and dry-ailled corn bran v#©re the only substrates of 
those tested which adequately supported the growth of this 
strain ©f mold. 
Goering {1941) investigated the use of mineral acids 
and of aold-bran as saccharifying agents for the production 
of feraentabl© sugars froa starch. He found that when mold-
bran was added to corn mashes partially saccharified by dilute 
hydrochloric acid very high ethanol yields were obtained, 
fh© addition of 4 per cent aold-bran to these mashes produced 
an ©thanol yield of 91.5 per cent of theoretical. Mold 
bran produced higher yields of ethanol from corn starch than 
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i% did from eora a©al. At tJa© optisum conoentration of 15 
per eeat aold-bran, aa ethanol yield of 92.2 per cent of 
tli®oroti©al was obtained froa 16 p#r cent starch mashes, 
fh© us© of i par 00Gt aold-bran produced aa athanol yield 
of 86.? per c©flt of theoretical. He aeeouatad for th© 
fact that lowf»r ©thaaol yields were obtained frcKa corn meal 
than froM corn starch, when both were subjected to aoid 
hydrolysis under th© sara© conditions, as due to th© pre­
sence of corn bran. Apparently th® hydrolysis of the com 
bran produced soaething toxio to yeast. 
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III. MiiTlBI/iLS 
fh© more important materials used ia this investigation 
were the following: 
Ssm ml 
fh@ eorn laeal used in this investigation was obtained 
in several lots at different tiaes fro® the storage bins 
in the rat laboratories of the FhysiologiGal Division of 
the Cheaistry Departaent. The average moisture content of 
the corn meal was about 11 to 14 per cent, and average starch 
content 56 to 60 per cent, 
Wfheat bran 
l luill l i l l  l l l lW ••lll l  I I iWH—IIIBIM 
The wheat bran used was purchased from a local grain 
elevator, fh© analytical data given to it by the grain 
company are as follows; Protein not less than 15 per cent, 
fat not less than 3 per cent, crude fiber not more than 11 
per cent, nitrogen free ©sctract 39 per cent, and total carbo­
hydrate 50 per cent. 
Barle!r malt 
The barley malt, obtained from Hiram Walker Company, 
Peoria, Illinois, was ground to a coarse powder in a Wiley 
mill. 
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Malt extract 
Th& malt extract used to prepare beer wort for yeast 
eulture was Blu© Eibbon Malt extract oomeraially available 
from til© Preaier-Pabst Corporation, Peoria Heights, Illinois. 
Wheat and ©atg 
The wheat and oats used were obtained from the rat 
laboratories of the Physiologieal BiTision of the Chemistry 
DepartTOat, The wheat had a moisture ooatent of 12 per cent 
and a starch content 0f 53.E per cent. The iaioiattire content 
for oats was 10 per cent, and the starch content 5E,4 per 
cent. 
Barley and sorghuas 
The Spartan barley, leoti red sorghim, and pinls: Kafir 
sorghum used were obtained from Dr. Leo M, Chriatensen at 
the University of Nebraska. The moisture and starch contents 
were as follows: 
Starch Moisture 
Barley 50.g 7.2 
Leoti red sorghum ©0.1 7.6 
Kafir pink sorghum 56,6 7.0 
Blm 
®ie rice used was bou^ t from a local grocery. It had 
a iKsisture content of 9.3 per cent, and a starch content of 
64.0 per cent. 
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If MSfHODS 
Miorobiologiaal Prooeduras 
Yeast ctiltar# 
A W0igii@i. asotiat of malt ©xtraat was dissolTed in tea 
tinws its weiglit of l>oiliag water, and tiie precipitate was 
aHo«r@A to settle. After cooling, th© supernatant liquid 
was pleosd in Irlemi^ er flasks and designated as beer wort 
a@€iw. For mrrjlng tli® oultur@s, §0 ml. of tli© wort was 
used in ©aoii, ISS-al. flask, and for etiltures aaploysd for 
inoeulatiag @xp®rla©ntal msiiaa 300 lal. in each 500-al» 
fla®fe,, Wl& flasks w©r@ plugged with sotton and sterilized 
for 30 aiiBit®0 mder a steaa pressur® of 15 pounds. 
A stodk eulttir® of SaeGtiaromFces eerevisiae. designated 
in this laljoratory as yeast wiat)@r 43, was oarried in beer 
wort in lg5-al. flasks ineubated at 30^ 0. fransfers were 
made daily in order to maintain a vigorous yeast eulture; 
by means of a sterile pipette 1 to 3 ml. of the yeast culture 
were transferred to another flask each tiiae. 
The iaooulmi for experimental mashes was prepared by 
inoculating 300 ai. of beer wort with 5 to 8 ml. of an active 
y®ast aultur® and inembatingvat 30® G» for 20 to 24 hours. 
Preparation of mMtMSM. 
Amylase production by 27 strains of molds has been 
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studied ia this ifiTestigatiom. fhese aolds, together with 
their laboratory auabers aad thoir sourees, are listed in 
Table 1 uader Ixporiaental Results. The stook cultures of 
the aside were kept oa wort-agar slants, and the molds were 
growa in flasks oa wheat bran aash to proTid© inooulua 
for larger batehes.. 
In the sours© of making a eoaparatiTe study of the 
relatiT# aetivities of th© amylases produced by different 
molds, it was aeasssary to develop a standard procedure for 
both the growth of th© molds and for saceharifieation. From 
the results of preliminary studies, the following method was 
found to be optisua for th© growth of molds on wheat bran, 
ant was adopted as th© standard method for th© preparation 
of aold-bran throughout this investigation. 
For eultiiratlag aolds ia flasks, well-sporulated stock 
cultures of molds were transferred to wheat bran mashes. The 
latter were prepared by »ixing 85 g. of wheat bran and 25 ml. 
0,3 1 hydrochloric acid in 500-ml. Brlenayer flasks and 
sterilizing for 30 ain. at 15 lbs. steam pressure. The flasks 
were placed in the incubator lying on their sides and incu­
bated at $0® G., and were shaken twice or thrice every day 
to dliaiaish lumping and matting. After abundant spores had 
foriiid on the bran laashes, the flasks were removed froa the 
incubator and the spore cultures used as inoculum for larger 
batches of bran mash. It has been found that these well 
sporulated mold cultures on wheat bran can be kept at room 
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tsapsratur© for soaths without ieterioration in their 
us@fala®ss as inooulua. 
In the preparation of large batches of aold-braji, 
speelal 3-qt, aluiaiatia pots equipped for aeration were used 
throughout this investigatioa instead of the rotating drua 
prdviouslj used in this laboratory, fhis apparatus is a 
slight i»diflcatioJi of that developed b;^ Leo M, Christensen 
(IMO) and is shown in figure 1, 
- • 
0 
Thermometer-
Air inleEt 1 i t rubber 
tutvs. 
I 
^^ Bottom drilled 
with holes 
"^2) c^ uart <nlum\numi pot, 
"?"diomet<sr, -4^ ' TnicgH 
F&gft Xm Special AlmS^mm Mt ^ A&mtmt 9tio4 
fhe pot h&s several advantages ov@r tb© drum. It takes less 
spao®, aad requires no special meofaaaical devices. There 
is mo disturbance during the growth of the molds and more 
unifom aeration is obtained, fhe growth of the molds is 
«jre rapid, and, above all, the pot preparations give ®or© 
consistent and higher alcohol yields, 
!Ch© method of culturing aolds in these pots is as 
follows! fhe bran laash used as a nediua is prepared by 
aoistaning f50 g, of wheat bran with an equal weight of 0.3 N 
hydrochloric acid. The wet bran is packed into the pot and 
sterilized in the autoclave at 15 lbs, for 30 minutes. The 
cooled bran aash is aixed with 10 g, of well-sporulated mold 
culture ^ owa in flasks on wheat bran mash, and the inoculated 
material is packed firaly into the pot* The culture is 
incubated at 30® C. until the temperature rises to 37-40® C,, 
thus indicating rapid growth of the mold. The growing mold 
mags is then aerated by passing air through the pot at a 
pressmr® of one-half inch of water. After aeration for 16 
to 24 hours the bran is well covered with mold mycelium and 
the Material, which is designated as aold-bran, is removed, 
spread out on paper and dried at rooa temperature. The dried 
raatorial i» grotmd in a Wiley mill, and is used as such to 
saccharify grain *ashes for fermentation tests. 
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B. iSa©€siiarifisatloa and feisaentatioii 
ilooeriimg %o til® results otetaiii@a from prelimiiiary 
tests,the following proc«amr@s were fouad to represent tJbi® 
optiaua coaditioas for saeeharifieation and fermentation 
and.wsr© adopted as th& standard methods used for ooapara-
tif© studies of th® activities of the different mold-bran 
preparations throughout this investigation. 
fwenty per oent grain loash was used exclusiTely as the 
substrate for fermentation. It was prepared by mixing 60 g, 
of grain of known stareh content with 300 ml. of 0,04 H 
kydroehlorie aeid in a 500-sl. irlenmeyer flaak, gelatinizing 
by heating on a hot plat© with oceasional shaking, and 
sterilized at SO lbs. for 30 minutes. After cooling, the 
grain meh was neutralized with ooneentrated sodium hydroxide 
solution and adjusted to a pH of 4.5 to 5.0. The desired 
amount of aold-bran and the grain msh were then mix&^  in a 
Ihiz-aixer for one minute. After the mixed mash had been 
ineubated at 30® C. for one hour, it was inoculated with EO mX* 
of a 80 to 24 hour old yeast culture in 10 per oent aalt 
extraet solution, fhe iiash was then ineubated at 30® C« The 
fermentation was generally ooK^ leted in 72 hours. 
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G, Ajaal|"ti©al Proeedures 
D«t®galiiatioa of starch and of Bumr 
Stareh was d©t®riiiii@d by tht ^ Diastase Method v?ith 
Smbg®q,u@nt Aoid Hydrolysis" in aecordanc© with the Official 
aad fehtatiTe Methods of Analysis of the Association of 
Offiolal Agriculture Gheaists (1940). The reducing sub­
stances formed in the hydrolsrgis were estimated according to 
the modified Shaffer and Soaogyi (1933) method developed by 
Quyiaon (lf39|. Th@ reagents %¥ere stand^ dized by means of a 
sample of pur© glucose, All deteminations vmr® carried out 
in duplicate or triplicate, 
Peteraination. of ethaaol 
fhe total volm© of the fermented mash was distilled 
in a SOO-ml, KJeldahl flask after 0,5 g, of sodi\m carbonate 
had been added to neutralize th© acids present. The first 
100 al, of the distillate were collected la a 100 ml, volu­
metric flask, 
fh# volumetric flask containiag the distillate was 
placed in a thermostat at 25 ®0. and allowed to attain that 
teaperature , The volume was then adjusted to exactly 100 ml, 
and the specific gravity {25®/25®) determined by iisans of 
a ChainoMatic Westphal balance, ®ie ethanol concentration in 
grams per 100 ml, of solution was read from an appropriate 
table. 
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Dtteminatioii of eon-eQtions for iaooulmi. mold-braa and mlt 
fM© yeast laoeulm fo3r tfae alcoholic fenaeatatioa was 
grown ia a solution of aalt ©xtraot. Sine® this lnoouluia 
oontriliutea a eertain amount of aleohol, this quantity must 
h© dedueted froa th© total amount of alcohol obtained froa 
the f@rm@iitsd grain aash, fhis was the eorreotion for 
inooulua, Banzoa (1940) found that in the pr©seno© of mold-
bran or aalt, a larger quantity of ethanol vms obtained from 
aalt ©ztract aediua than in their abs©no©. Hence, a differ­
ential method was used to evaluate the eorreotions for the 
beer wort and the mold-bran. For beer wort the calculation 
was as follows: 
4 aold-braa gOO ml. beer wort » 6.78 g. ethanol 
4 g. iiQld-bran * 100 ml. beer wort « 5.36 g;. ethanol 
100 Ml. beer wort • 3.4E g. ethanol 
Different aold-bran preparations gave slightly different re­
sults in the determination of oorreetion for beer wort. The 
amount of ethanol produced from 100 al, of beer wort ranged 
froa 3.25 g. to 3.5 g. Aoeordingly, the amount of ethanol 
produced from SO ml. of beer wort, which was the aiaount used 
as inoculum, varied from 0.65 to 0,? g. An average value of 
0,68 g, was used throughout this investigation. A difference 
of 0.03 or even O.OS g. of ethanol is negligible in compari­
son with the aiaouat of ethanol produced froa 60 g. of grain 
which is usually 18 to SO g. 
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For til© eorrettioa for aoM-bpan, the oaleulatioa was 
as follows: 
8 g. aoM-lsran + EOO ml. b@er wort » 6.75 g. ethanol 
4 g. iiQM~l>raa •*- BOO ml» War wort * 6.5? g. ethaaol 
4 g, aoM-braa 0.18 g. ethanol 
Again, diffsreat moM-braa pr@paratioas gave slightly 
ilfferent results in th© <let@rmiiiatioa of the oorrection for 
anoli-bran, fh© tiff@r@iic©s w©r© iiegligible, and 0.045 g. 
ethanol was taken as th© average Talu® for 1.0 g. of mold-
toraja used, fhs Talue for malt determined by Banzon (1940) 
msing similar method was 0.334 g. ethanol per 1.0 g. malt, 
Gal-oulation of ethanol yield 
In a typical ©xperiiaent th® fermentation mash contained 
th© followijigi 60 g. of corn with a starch content of 58.1 
per cent; 3.0 g. of mold-bran; and 20 ml, beer wort as in­
oculum. fh© entire fermented aash (365 ml.) was distilled 
and the first 100 ml. of distillate collected. The specific 
gravity (2S"/g5®) of the distillate was 0.9695 corresponding 
to 19.19 g. ethanol, which was the total ethanol obtained 
from the corn, aold-brsin and beer wort, fhe ethanol correc­
tions are as follows: 
for the 00 al. inoculum * 0.68 g. ethanol 
for the goM-bran: 5.6 x 0.045 *• 0.16 g. ethanol 
Total « 0.84 g. ethanol 
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fiierefore, tb© quantity of ©thaiiol from the corn alone is 
19.19 aimis 0*84 or 18,35 g. from th© equation. 
0«Hte0, + H,0 Z G,H,OH + 2 CO., 
162 g. of starch yield 92 g. of ethanol. In 50 g. corn, there 
are 60 x 0,581 » 34.0§ g, stareh, whioh should theoretically 
gi^ ei 
34.86 X 9g/16S - 19.85 g, ethanol. 
fh© ethanol yield of the above fementation is therefore 
100 X 18.35/19.85 •* 92.§ per eent. 
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t. IXPSimSlfTAL EimJLTS 
k, Optimua OoMltions for th@ Gi-owtii of Molds 
on Wiieati Braa 
• Esitlo of braa aad aeiA 
ftor® aw two reasoas toT using acid in preparing 
til© bran aash for th& growtii of th® molds. First, the 
acid laay release some of the nutrients in the bran which 
ar^  essential for the optimum growth of molds# Second, 
the acid will bring the wetted bran to a desirable pH, 
namely between 4.0 and 5.0 at which the molds grow normally-
while the contaaination by other microorganisias may be 
largely presented. Among the different acids, hydrochloric 
acid and sulfuric acid are equally good although hydro­
chloric acid was used exclusiTely throughout this investi­
gation. 
the alcohol yields obtained from corn laash saccharified 
with mold amylase preparations made by growing mold on 
bran with different amounts and strengths of hydrochloric 
acid, are giiren in Table 1. 
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TABIM 1 
ALGQEOL TIIIDS IROM COEH MASH SAOCHiiRIFIID WIIH MOLD 
AMTLASl PSimMflOKS PSOIHJOID HOM BRAH MASHIS 
CONmiKIlS DIlTSESHf AMOIMTS AID SmSllGfHS OF ACID 
Mold 
Mold Gultur© Bran 
Ho. in g. 
Vol. Of 
Komality HCl in 
Of HCl ml. 
PH 
Aloohol 
Yield, 
% of 
Theory 
Aspergillus oryza® 2 750 0.2 N 750 5 92.0 
Aspergillus oryza® E 750 0.2 N 900 5 93.5 
Agporgillus oryzae E 7S0 0.3 M 750 4 93.8 
Malt Control 82.0 
flios© Aata iadiea-fce that equal weights of bran and 
0.3 M hydroehioric aeid giTs satisfaotory results. 
Qf inoubatioa 
After the braa is iaoeulated with sporulated mold 
Gultur®, it should b© iiioubated at 30® before aeration is 
begua, the iaoubation period depends on the strain of the 
mold and the ag» of th# sporulated oultxire used as inooulum. 
fh© rise of temperatur© of th@ braa oan b® coasidered as an 
index of the propagation of the mold. The incubation period 
may b® ooaaidered to b@ sufficient when the temperatur® rises 
to 3?® to 40® C., whioh usually takes from 8 to 24 hours. 
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of aeration 
Mold aa^ riase preparations are found to be most active 
at the stag© just prior to tli® sporulation of the mold. This 
stag® is reached after passing air through the pot for 16 to 
B4t hours depending on the strain of the mold. Strains of 
iispergillus orTzae grow- faster than most strains of other 
molds, Th® pressure of the air is kept at one-half inch of 
water, fh© temperature of the culture generally rises to 
45® C. or slightly higher; scraetimes, it goes to as high as 
50® G, The temperature remains at a high level for several 
hours, but this seems to cause no deterioration of the activity 
of the amylases produced. After aeration, the mold is well 
covered with aold layceliua and this material is designated 
as aold-bran. 
Period, of drying 
After aeration, the bran is removed from the pot, spread 
out on paper and dried at room temperature. The period of 
drying depends on the aoisture oontent of bran when it is 
taken out of the pot, and on the room temperature. Drying 
is considered to be coapleted when the moisture oontent of 
the bran is reduced to less than 10 per cent. This usually 
t^ es about 3 or 4 days. The period of drying can be short­
ened by leaving the bran at room temperature for S4 hours 
(this is important, because the growth of the mold will be 
aor© complete), thmcompleting the drying at 33 to 37® G. 
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(abottt ©igJit howt&). fit© mterial is ground ia a 
Wiley aill,. and is used as suoh for saoeharifioation.. 
Mdition of cerbaia aiaeral salt a 
It Is well toown that the presoaoe of mineral salts 
stimulates th© growth of molds« In certain parts of this 
iavastigation, the salts reeoaaended by Steinberg (1920) 
were added to the aoid us®d in preparing the bran mash for 
th© o^wth of th® aolds. fo each liter of dilute aoid was 
added 0,000635 g- each of ferrous sulfate and zinc sulfate. 
Among the eight strains of aolds tested for the effect 
of the addition of aineral salts to bran laash, stimulation 
of growth was found 3n the eases of aolds of the genus 
Aspergillus., while, not in the oases of molds of the genus 
BMsogus. The data on alcohol yields from oorn aash 
saocharified by means of these preparations will be tabulated 
in section C, "Goaparison of the aotivities of amylase pre­
parations produoed by different «>lds.'* 
B. Optimum Conditions for Sacoharifioation 
l. Concentration of aDM-bran 
Froift preliminary studies using portions of dried ground 
mold-bran of g,4,6,8, and 10 per cent of the weight of corn 
in saccharifying oorn aash,. 6 and 8 per cent v/ere fotind to be 
optimum, and these oonoentrations were used in most of the 
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©xperlmeats la tills inTsstigatioa. fh© optimuii eoncentration 
of aoM-bran aaj w&rf slightlj from one preparation to anotiier 
with the saa© aoli, or with th© sam© pr®paratioa In differ-
eat #xp«rlaents. However, th© yields of ©thanol obtained 
tol* using 6 and 8 p©r ©@nt of mold-hran differed generally less 
than 1 per cent, 
1^» and tea&erattire 
la iaost of th© preTlous work relating to the saoohari-
fieation of starchy aashes for the alcoholic ferraentation 
done at Iowa Stat© College, saeoharifieation at 50 to 55® C, 
for one hour was generally practiced. However, Banzon (1940) 
found that ia the ease of aold-hran, saooharifioation at 
30® G» gave the highest alcohol yields from cassava. For 
sake of confiraation, time and temperature for the saochari-
fieation of corn mash with aold-bran were re-examined in the 
present inTestl^ tion. Representative results are given in 
fehle S. 
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fABia Z 
SfFlGf Of SAOOHliEIfICATIOH TIMPIRATUKJ: AMD TIMS ON 
ALCOHOL YIIM MOM COM mSH SAG0H4BIFIED BY IffiANS 
OF SSfMAL mm PBlPARAf lOMS 
SaoeterifiO'ati<m Saseiiarlfieatioii 
fsapQi-atmr©,' •®C, • Tim®', Homirs- • 
MoM«bran, 
% of Corn 
Aloohol Yield 
% of Theory 
AsDerailltis Oryga® No. 2 
30 1 4 88.6 
30 1 6 91.5 
30 1 8 91.3 
55 1 4 87.0 
55 1 6 88.4 
55 1 8 89.5 
. §5 2 4 86.1 
55 g e 88.0 
§5 2 8 89.5 
§5-30 2 4 86.0 
55—30 Z 6 88.0 
5&-30 2 8 90.0 
Aspergillus OTYZm No. 38 
30 1 6 94.5 
30 1 8 94.8 
55 3 6 93.5 
55 3 8 93.7 
HMzodhs oryza® lo. 15 
30 1 6 92.0 
30 1 8 93.5 
55 3 6 93.0 
55 3 8 94.0 
lliiaoDUs telemar Mo. 34 
30 1 6 92.5 
55- 3 6 91.0 
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Ths data show that aloohol yields are just as good 
irtien. th® Qomv&vaion is perfomsd at 30®C, for on© hour as at 
55®C. for 1, S, or 3 hours as nay he coOTaonly used with malt# 
With s<»0 Holds the yields ar© eoasistently higher when 
saceharifioatioa takes plac© at the lower temperature. The 
faet that ©aeeharifioation with mold-hran can be aeeomplished 
satisfaetorily at fermentation temperature, in contrast with 
the higher teaperature® eoiaaoBly used with malt, is an impor­
tant adTantage in us© of ®old-bran in industrial process­
ing. Is ©oiraercial practice it aay be of advantage to add 
the aold-bran at 85® 0. to lower the aash irisoosity, and then 
to pui^  iraaediately throu^  the laesh coolers into the fer-
menters. 
It should be pointed out that in preparing the fermen­
tation aashea the viscosity was lowered by the partial 
hydrolysis of the msh by 0,04 N hydrochloric acid. The us© 
of dilute acid in cooking the aash not only simplified the 
procedure of saccharification but also eased the handling 
of the mash# fh© BO per cent grain iiashes were generally 
very thick when cooked with plain water, while they were 
much thinner -Irhen dilute acid was employed. 
fhe optimum ©oacentratioa of the acid was determined by 
running a series of fermentations using 60 g, of corn auto-
claved at gO lbs. for 30 lainutes with 300 ml, of hydrochloric 
3. Partial acid 
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aeld of diff©r@3at ©oncentirations. After cooking, the 
mashes were eooleA aad the pH adjusted to about 4.5 with 
eoneentrated sodln® hydroxide in aoeordanc© with the stand­
ard proeedur© deseritoed ahoT® in "Methods and Procedures." 
Saoeharifieation waa done fey the addition of 8 per cent of 
aa aiaylase preparation produced by Rhlaopus delemar No. 12 
*Sh& corresponding alcohol yields are listed in Table 3. 
msis 3 
MWmOT Of QOMCmWA'SlOM OP 
Hci IN oooKma oom msE 
: ON fHl' MX5PH0L IIIIDS • , 
Horiiality Mold-bran, Alcohol Yield, 
of- HC'l of• Corn • - • • of Theory 
0.005 8 86.5 
0.01 © 86.7 
0.0£ 8 87.5 
0.04 8 93.5 
0.08 8 90.0 
0.16 8 88.8 
0.3S 8 85.8 
These results indicate that 0.04 normal is the 
optimum ©©ncentratlea of the hytroohlorio add to be used. 
There was a distinct difference in the consistency of the 
aash cooked with hydrochloric acid of O.OS normal and that 
of 0.04 normal. The former was quite thick a mash while 
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til© latter was rery thin. Th® mashes cooked with acid of 
higher eoaeeatrations appeared hrowm 1b color and th© color 
w&B d8@per as th© aeld contrations w@nt higher, Th© oolor 
was dm to saramellzatioii of sugars, derived from th© staroh 
and this degradation aeootmts for the fact that mashes cooked 
with aoid of higher concentrations did not gl'r© higher or 
equally good alcohol yields as mash cooked with 0.04 H. HCl,' 
In addition, the toxic effect produced in cooking corn aeal 
with acid, as described hy Qoering (1941), aaj become more 
proaomoed at higher concentrations. 
Physical cenditioa and a^ e of »ld-<bran. 
It was ©f interest to know whether laold-bran of differ­
ent physical conditions would give different resxilts in 
sacoharification. Four different conditions of mold-bran 
were studied: (1) Dry liiaps—Imaps contained less than 10 
per cent aoiiturej {B) wet lumps—lumps contained more than 
15 per cent aoistmrej 13) dry powder; and (4) slurry—a 
water suspension of dry powers. 
fhe data in Table 4 show the results of fermentation 
tests employing a aold-braa froa Ag.peralllus oryzae Mo. 38 
in th© different physical conditions. 
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TABUI 4 
IJFlCf OF FHTSICAL GOHBITIOH Q1 1S1 
M0IJ3-B1AH OH ALCOHOL TIILDS 
Condition ©f 
Mold-bran • • • -
Mold-lsraa, 
$ of Cora' • 
Alcohol Yield 
5$ of Theory 
Wet limps 6 91.2 
Dry Imps 6 94.0 
Dry powder 6 94.0 
Wet' powder- • - • -6 94.S 
iTldently the physleal coMition of tb® mold-bran preparation 
is of no pra©ti0al signifioance except that wet Imps are 
soaewhat inferior in saeoharifying aoti'^ 'ity. 
It was also of interest to determine the effect of 
storage on the anylolytic aotivity of the amylase prepara­
tions, Table 5 shows the typical results of fermentation 
tests run with aaylase preparations which had been stored in 
the dry powdered form froa 1 to S4 months. 
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fABLS 5 
SFFICT OF swmjs& ON TSM A&IfLOLYfIC 
ACfrrifT Of MOID-BHAM jPESPARATIOHS 
Molt Mold Pot Tlmm of Mold-feraa Alcohol Yield, 
Gultur© Unn storage, $ of Corn 
Ho, llontlis Mold-bran Mold-bran 
Stored Fresh 
k* oriTza® 3 17 1 6 92.5 92.8 
A« orfza© g 15 3 6 94.2 94.0 
A« oryzae g 13 3.5 8 93.3 93.2 
A« orraa® £ 8 6 8 90,6 90.2 
A» or:rza© E & 10 8 91.0 90.2 
A* mzm 2 B 7.5 8 92.2 90.5 
k' OTjzm g 1 9 8 90.6 91.0 
k' OTYZm g 1 13 8 91.0 91.0 
A. QmZBM B Dmm 24 6 91.5 92.0 
orTzae 38 00 4.5 6 93.5 93.8 
I- 33 33 3 8 93.0 93.5 
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Ho slgaifieaat deterioration in tfa® activity of any of the 
preparations was observed. It should be pointed out that 
extensive data on the keeping qualities of the preparations 
from molds other than from Aspergillus oryzae No. S are not 
available sine© the other strains have been under investi­
gation only the past few months. 
0, Goaparison of the Activities 
of Aaylase Preparations Produced 
by .Different Molds 
fwenty-seven representative strains of molds were 
ehosen for test, fhese were from four genera, naiaely 
Agper^ illua, Mueor. Penieilliuii and Rhizopus. All the 
strains of molds are listed in fable 6. With the exeeption 
of two unidentified blaok molds, probably Bhizopus species, 
which were isolated in the laboratories of this Chemistry 
Department, all eultures were obtained from carefully kept 
culture eolleotions and are designated by the naraes under 
which they were received. 
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TABLE 6 
HOLDS mSfm FOE AMUASl PBODtJCTION 
Lafe 
Ho. Haa© 
 ^ Aap.erEiilus nlmT 
2 AaperiKilXm.g oaryza® 
4 teeor royii- ' • 
? P®alsi.liium ohrysogeaua 
8 pyptaro^ eami 
11 R'iii zbpus"" nl'gy'!l 0^ a' 
18 Blilzopus delQiaar 
is Efaizopus deiemai? 
14 gfajgQPtts oryza® 
15 Rftigoptts* m^ zm 
16 Httizoptas omzm 
17 gklzQPus' oryzae 
16 Milaoimi pQka' I 
19 iliizQPtt®- trltigj • • 
ZO lluoor Qi'rglnelloides 
El WamT •.iaYanlou® 
3E RfaiaopUB oryzae 
33 Rhlaopus oryza® 
34 M^zop'us deleSu? 
35 Bbizopua '^ aaiigtiaiBiislfl 
38 Aspergj:j.lm ogjza® 
40 AgperglTIus ogyza® 
42 Xsper^ illuB oyyzae 
67 Agperalllus ulmx 
Kx Uaideniif ied blaek -mold 
Kj| Unidentified black mold 
Source 
Botany D«pt., 
A»T«G.G»„ No» 
I.S.C. 
4814 
H.R.R..L»^  Mo. 3 
A.f.C.C., 
fliom,® 
No. 4855 
Ho. 5034* 11 
fboa. No. 413*2670 
A.f.G.O,, Mo. 1210 
A»T>C *0»J Ho. 4859 
A.T.C.C.. 
Lockwood? 
Ho. 4850 
No. 649 
Loakwood, Ho. eeo 
Loekwood, No. 664 
Lookwood, No. 704 
Lockwood, Ho. 839 
Lookwood, Ho. 654 
Lockwood, No, 840 
Lookwood, No. 718 
M.R.E.L., Mo. 395 
I.R.H.L., No. 1034 
N.E.E.L., No. 1472 
M.R.R.L., No. 1518 
R^ ha and Haas^  Mo. 38 
RoJbtia ajQd Haas Ho, 40 
Rolua and Haas No. 42 
If.E.E.L., No. 67 
Isolated from Lab., I.S,G 
Isolated from Lab., I.S.G 
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1. Jkmeriaac Tjp@ Gulturs Collection, Georgetown "OniTersity 
Medical Seliool, Vfasbingtoa, D. 0-. 
E, Kortherii Eegioaal Researek Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois. 
3. fiioa, Gfaarlss, U. S, Department of Agriculture, Bureau 
of Otoaistry, WasMngton, D, C, 
4. Lockwood, L, B., tJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau 
of Clieaistry and Soils, Wasliiagton, D, G, 
5. ESim and Haaai Coiapany, Bristol, Pennsylvania. 
fh© actlTities of the amylase preparations produced from 
these molds are expressed in terms of percentages of the 
theoretical yield of conversion of starch into alcohol. Corn 
was selected as the standard starchy aiaterial for this compara­
tive study, because corn mash is more easily handled and gives 
more uniform results than th© mashes of other starchy materials. 
All the data presented in this thesis are averages of the 
results obtained from duplicate fermentation flasks, and all 
of these data have been confiriied by repeated experiments. 
Since laboratory facilities did not allow parallel 
fermentations employing all the amylase preparations in a 
single series, it was necessary to choose a reference araylas© 
for comparison. One amylase preparation of Aspergillus oryzae 
No, 2 was chosen as the reference substance, because it not 
only gave excellent ethanol yields but also gave very con­
sistent results. 
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preparations produced by Molds of the genua 
AsperMllua 
fhree strains of Aapergilltts aijRer designated as 
cultures Mo. 1, Ko. 3, and Mo. 67; and four strains of 
Aspergillus Qgyza® designated as cultures No. S, No. 38, 
Ho. 40, and Ho. 42, were tested. The alcohol yields from 
corn aash saceharified with the amylase preparations pro­
duced from these strains of Aspergillus are siHmaarized 
in Table 7. 
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TAME 7 
ALCOHOL HEWS FROM COHM MSH SAGOHARIFIKD wrm 
AMTLkSE HllflEAflOlS FROM SfRAIMS OF ASPERGILLUS 
Mold Mold Gultur® Mold-toran, Alcohol Yield, 
Ho. • • • fS of Corn % of Theory 
A- 1 4 86.4 
6 91.4 
8 91.3 
& 3 6 90.0 
8 91.6 
A.,Blg©|r, m 6 84.1 
8 89.5 
A. OTYZm 2 4 88.6 
6 91.5 
8 93.S 
A. ors'zm Z 4 90.5 
6 98.8 
8 9E.5 
A' Mim® m 4 93. S 
S 93.8 
8 93.5 
A, orfza® 40 4 92.5 
6 93.5 
8 93.0 
4- 4S 4 09.4 
6 91.1 
8 91.6 
Barlef Malt Go&%Tol 10 82.5 
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All of tb© strains testei w®r® found to be Tery active in 
saeoliarifying ferMntation aasiies iinder the conditions 
©aployeft, O'liltures of Asperfslllma oryzae^  Kos. S, 38, and 
40 were especially good. 
fh® amylase preparations proSuoed by these three strains 
Aspergilltis oryzae also gave more consistent conversion 
of starch into ©thanol than those produced by other species 
or strains of molds. The average yield of ethanol produced 
by these amylase preparations was, in general, about 93.0 
to 93.5 per cent of the theoretical. Ooeasionally, yields 
as high as 94.5 to 95 per cent were also obtained. 
Aaylaae preparations produced by molds of the ^ enus Mucor 
Among the Mucors. one strain each of Muoor rouxii. Mucor 
oiroinelloides and Mucor .lavaaicus designated as cultures 
Ho. 4, lo. 20, and Ko. SI, respectively, were tested. The 
results of the alcohol yields obtained from corn laash 
saccharified with aiaylase preparations from these strains of 
Mtoor are suaiaarized in Table 8. 
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TiiBLl 8 
ALOOHOL TISLDS FKOM GOBM imm SAOCHARIFISD-
Wm MfYMSl PRSPABATIOHS FROM STBAIMS OF MUGOR 
Mold Mold Gwltmr® Mold-bran, Alooiiol Yield, 
Ho, of Corn ^ of Theory 
M, mmcii 4 6 87.5 
8 92,7 
M, cirelnelloides 20 6 91.0 
" 8 92.8 
M. iaTaalous 21 6 72.8 
~ • 82.8 
fil© results in fabl® 8 show that the amylase prsparatioas 
produe«d hy Mueor ro'axii aM Macor ©irciaelloidQs possessed 
oonsiderabl© activity although they did not give as high 
eoaversions of starch into alcohol as the beat strains of 
A8periy,lllus oryzae. 
3* •Amjlas® preparation® produoed by molds of the genus 
PeniQillitm 
Two apeeies, Penieilllm ©hryaogenuia designated as cultxire 
Ho, 7 and Fenieilliim purpurogenm designated as culture 
Ho. 8 were tested. The alcohol yields from corn mash 
saeoharified with amylase preparations from these species 
. 6E -
stiMiarizsi ia fabl® 9, 
mSLS 9 
ALOOHOL YIEIDS fHOM OOIH mSH SACCHARIFIID WIfH 
AMmSl PRSPARATIOIfS IROM SmOMQ OF PMICILLIIM 
Moli MoM OultiiT® MoM-bran, Alcohol TieM, 
Mo, f& of Corn of Theory 
P. ehr-yBOgeaum 7 6 64..7 
~ 6 73.4 
P, purpurOiKeam • & 6 86.1 
8 90.5 
fh©S0 results show that aaylaa© preparations produced by 
these species of Penioilliiaa were less active in -converting 
starch into alcohol in coaparison with the preparations 
froa other genera of molds tested, Penioilliua ohrysogenua 
was particularly poor. 
-^ w^laae preparations produced by aolda of the genua Rhizopua 
Altogether thirteen strains of Rhizopus were tested. 
These consist of three strains of Rhizopus delemr designated 
as cultures Ho. Ig, lo, 13, and No. 34; six strains of 
Rhizopus -oryza® designated as cultures No. 14, Ho. 15, Ho. 16, 
Ho. 17, Ho» 3a, and No. 33; and on© strain each of Rhizopus 
nigric-aas Ko* 11, Rhizopus peka I No. 18. Rhizopua shangfaaiensis 
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lo, asi RMzopqs trltiei lo. 10, All three strains of 
Rhizoptts dfileaar and most strains of Rhiaopus oryzae gave 
v@ry aetiv© anylas© preparatioas. The alcohol yields from 
oorii aash saseharified with aiaylas© preparations froa thes© 
a^ Jlds ar® somariasd ia fafel© 10." 
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mBi.1 10 
ALCOHOI. YIELDS flOM COBH mSH SilGOHiiRIfISD WlfH 
AJIYLaSB PRlPAlAflOMS ffiOM SfMIHS Of HHI20PUS 
Mold Hold Cultur® Mold-bran Alcohol Yield, 
Ho. % of Com io of Theory 
R, delesiar Ig § 9g.5 
8 93.9 
E, d®l@iaar 13 e 92.5 
8 93.7 
E. delesar 34 4 93.8 
6 93.8 
8 93.4 
E, ofyza® 14 6 90.5 
8 90.5 
R. oryza® 15 6 92.0 
8 93.5 
E. orFza® le 6 85.2 
8 90.5 
E.' oryza® 17 6 71.6 
8 84.0 
E. oryza© 38 4 85.0 
6 90.6 
8 93.0 
E. QTjzm 33 4 92.8 
6 93.5 
8 94.0 
R. ni/Krloajas 11 6 81.0 
8 89.5 
R. sbaa^ aiensls 35 3 86.9 
8 91.0 
E. tritiei 19 6 90.8 
8 89.6 
- es -
fb© above data shorn that most of tlie amylase preparatioas 
-otetaiadi from Rliizopus were aetiv®. Preparatioiis from 
Ehizopus flsleaar Ho» IE, Mo. 13, and No. 34;, and those from 
Eiiizopiia oryzae Ho. li, lo, 32, aM Ho, 33, were particularly 
good, fheir arerag® maxlauit oonversion of star eh into 
alcohol was about 93.5 to f4.0 per o©Et of the theoretical 
yield. Individual fermentation flasks often gave alcohol 
yields as high m §4,5 to 95.0 per oent of the theoretioal. 
Oooasionally, the yields reaehed or exceeded 95.5 per cent, 
fh© aleohol yields of the amylase preparations obtained 
from the best strains of Rhlaopua were as good as those ob­
tained from the best strains of Aspergillua although generally 
preparations from strains of Aspergillus seemed to give more 
eonsistent results. 
When amylase preparations from Ehizopus were used for 
saecharification, a longer time was usually required to com­
plete the feraentations than in the oases of preparations from 
strains'of Aspergillus. In the latter eases three days were 
suffieient, while in the foraer eases an additional half a 
day to a:day was required. 
It is dlffieult to say whieh ones of the better strains 
Rhizo-pus ar® superior, S^om repeated experiments, it 
seems that Bhiao^pus delemar Ho, 34 and Rhiaopus oryzae Ho., 33 
give aop® eonsistent results, fhey also stand out in the 
faet that they give high yields of alcohol even with four 
per cent of moldy bran. 
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Aaylase preparations produeed by imidentlfled molds 
strains of imldentified black molds isolated from 
wheat bran ia this laboratory and designated as and K, 
were also tested. The aleoiiol yields from corn laash saechar-
ified with amylase pi^ eparations from these unidentified molds 
are given in -Table 11, 
fABLl 11 
ALOOHOL THIDS FROM OGBK 14&SH SAGGHAEIFIM) WIIH 
AimilSl PRIPAMTIOHS FROM STRAUS OF IWIDSNTIFIED MOLDS 
Mold Mold Culture Mold-bran Alcohol Yield, 
. . fo of Corn fo of Theory 
Unidentified K» 8 88.5 
Unidentified 1. 6 90.3 
8 90.3 
These results indicate that the amylase preparations obtained 
from these unidentified black molds had fairly good 
sacGharifying power although the ethanol yields were lower 
than those obtained with aaylas© preparations from the better 
strains of Asperalllua. Rhizopus or Mueor. 
Amylase preparationa produced by laolds with the addition 
of Mineral salts to the bran rnaah* 
It has been mentioned in the discussion of "Optimiua 
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conditiOBs for til© growth of moMs on wheat bran" that iron 
ant zino salts stlmulat© th© growth of molds. For the study 
of th® effect of th@s© salts oa the aotiTities of the amylase 
preparations produced hy laolds, 0,0006S5 g. of each of 
ferrous sulfate and zine sulfate was added to each liter of 
0.3 H hydroohloric acid used in preparing the bran laash. 
li^ t of the heat strains of th© ^ Ids previously 
tested were selected and grown on toran to which the mineral 
salts had been added. These molds were: Aspergillus oryzae 
No. 2, Ho. 38, and No. 42; Rhiaopus deleiaar Mo. 12, No. 13, 
and Ho. 34, and Rhizopus oryzae No, 32 and No. 33. The alcohol 
yields from corn aash sacoharified with aaylase preparations 
from these molds grown on bran with and without addition of 
mineral salts are compared in Table 12. 
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fmm 12. 
COMFARISOS OF ALCOHOL TIILDS FROM COHH mSH SAGCHABIFIM) 
Mim AllfL4Sl PEIPABATIOHS ffiOM MOLDS GRO^  ^OH 
BRilM WITH MD WIfHOOT /JDDITIOH OF MIHSRAL SALTS 
Mold Mold MoM-bran, AI0OI1OI Yield, fo of Theory 
Oultmr© . % of Gora 
No, Bran witli Bran without 
Salts Salts 
A • oryza© g 4 91.0 90,5 
6 94.2 92,8 
8 95.5 93,8 
©ryza® 38 4 94.0 93.2 
§ 94,§ 93,8 
8 95.0 93,5 
A. 40 4 9E.5 92,5 
© 94.4 93,5 
@ 9g.O 93.0 
&• iel'i«ar 12 4 91.0 
6 93,0 9E.5 
8 92.0 93.9 
H- Mmm. IS 4 88,4 .... 
6 90.2 92.5 
8 90,6 93.7 
!• d©l©aar 34 4 92.5 93,8 
6 91,9 93,8 
8 90,3 93,4 
H. OFJM© 32 4 90,4 85,0 
e 90,g 90,6 
8 90,0 93.0 
R. Sma© 33 4 89,3 92.8 
6 89,1 93.5 
0 0 88,9 94.0 
fties© data indicate that the addition of tb© salts to 
th@ bran mash inoreased the amylolytic aotiYity of mold-
bran preparations froa. strains of Aspergillua oryzae. whereas 
the addition of the salts appeared actually to retard the 
©ffeetifeness of the strains of Rhizoptts. However, this 
does not proTe that mineral salts are not essential for the 
aaximtai growth of the Rhizogus emltures; perhaps a different 
formula aight give different results. With the cultures of 
Aspergjlli the preparations made with bran mash containing 
the salts consistently gave alcohol yields of about 95 per 
cent of theory as contrasted with about 93.5 per cent yields 
from preparations on bran aash not containing the salts* 
Froa the results obtained it appears that certain strains 
Aspergillus orvzae. are the most satisfactory molds to 
employ for the saecharlfication of fermentation mashes. Al­
though some of the Rhizopus species give almost equally good 
results, the cultures of ikspergtillus are much easier to 
handle, fh@ Asper«illi produce more abundant sporulation, 
which facilitates ^ owth of the inoculua and makes possible 
heavier inoculation of the bran mash, thus minimizing danger 
of contamination. Also the ayceliua produced by an Asperaillua 
is more dense, and the laold-bran is easier to handle. Hence, 
the three best strains of Aspergillus orvzae were selected, 
and two aold-bran preparations from each compared, along 
with laalt, in the same fermentation series. 'Ehe results are 
given in Table 13. 
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MLl 13 
AI.GOHOL "mics mOM GOES mSH SikCGHAfilFlSD WlfH 
mmmmf MiiusE PFIEPAMFIOIS- FROM STRIIIHS OF 
ASP^RQXLLUS 0R1S&E 
MoM Cultmr® Pot Em Mold-bratt Aloohiol Tield 
No Mo.- • -  ^of Cora  ^of fheory 
S 15 6 95.7 
8 96.0 
,2 38 6 94.3 
8 95,0 
38 00 6 95.5 
8 96.0 
38 44 6 95.0 
8 96.0 
40 18 6 94.5 
8 95.5 
40 41 6 95.3 
8 95.5 
Barley Malt Control 10 87,6 
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TiiQ ®qM aaylass preparatioBs showed remarlcahle uniformity 
in results, and gave about 8 per cent better alcohol yields 
than did the malt. It is unlikely that better yields than 
those showa may be expected under laboratory conditions. 
Without question some of the carbohydrate aust be utilized 
in building up the protoplasa of the yeast, some alcohol will 
be lost by evaporation, and small amount of glycerol are 
alwaye produced in normal yeast fermentations. 
D. Soae Modifications in Saccharification Procedures 
i^nnin^  of iorn mash 
In the discussion of optimum conditions for saccharifi-
catioa, it has been mentioned that the use of dilute acid 
greatly lowered the Tiacocity of the cooked corn mash. Other 
raeaas have also been tried to reduce the consistency of the 
corn mash. 
'Prooeeses used to reduce the consistency of the mash, 
called "thinning" were carried out by the following means; 
a, thinning by preaoldings. Preaolding is a tera 
applied to the addition of a small aaount of aoId-bran to the 
starchy material before gelatini^ ation. In the case of corn 
l.g g. of a aold-bran preparation were added to 60 g, of corn 
Heal, To this were added 300 lal. of distilled water which 
had previously been waraed to 75® 0, This aash was heated on 
a hot plat© until the aash was gelatinized, fhe gelatinizing 
- 7S « 
temperature of tij© Gorn mash was about 78® C, 
/iiijlases are known to b® able to attack starch at 
tempsrature as high aa 85® 0, It is oonoeirabl© that th© 
aeti^ ity of the amylases will b® gradually destroyed at 
temperatures betweea 70® aM 80® 0, Heverthelesa, from 
preliainary studies, 1,2 g. of aold-bran were found to be 
sufficient to liquefy th© corn mash to a workable state. 
Malt can also be used ia plaee of the mold-braa and th® 
process is called preiaaltiag. 
Both mold-braa and salt were found to give good results 
in thlaaing. fhe effeet of preaolding and premalting on the 
final aloohol yield has been studied* Oorn laashes preaolded 
and preaalted ?fith 2 per cent mold-bran and 2 per-cent malt 
respeotively were sterilized, saoofearified with 6 per cent 
of an amylase preparation produced by Aspergillus oryzae 
Ho, 36, and fermented by yeast. Th© alcohol yields obtained 
with these thinning processes together viith that obtained with 
the usual process of partial acid hydrolysis are compared 
In Table* 14. 
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TABI^  14 
wmoT OF mmommQ mo mmkmmQ 
OK 
Tfil muss Of ALCOHOL OBmiKlD IEOM 
OOM MASH SiiOCHilEIflSD BY MOLD-BEAN 
fhinning Agents • Mold-bran, Alcohol Yielda, 
• $ of Oorn • $ of fheory 
2 ^ aalt 9g.5 
B $ aold-braa e 93.5 
0.04 » HGl (Control) 6 94.5 
Thmsm jrasmlts intioat© that both prenoldiag and prdaaltiag 
ar@ adaptahl® processes, Sowemr partial hydrolysis with 
dilute aeid is tfa© most faTorable process. 
fhinninR by addinii: aold-hran to cooked mash. 
fhinning oaa also b© doa® by the addition of either dry mold-
bran powder or th® water extrast of the saae to the cooked 
laagh which has been eooled to about 75® 0, By this method 
l.S g. of aold-braa w@r® mixed with the cooked mash contain­
ing 60 g, of starchy material as soon as the temperature had 
dropped to 70® 0. fhen, when th® aash had cooled to 55® G., 
it was mixed with S per cent of mold-bran in a Whiz-mixer for 
g to 3 aiautes. The aash was then transferred to an Srleamyer 
flask and kept ia a 55® C. water bath. It was believed that 
til© »asli©s oooked with plain water might require a higher 
temperature aM a longer tiae la saQcharifioatioa than 
those coo^ ®i with tilmt© aoii« fh@ sacchariflcation toaper-
atur® ©aployed in this experiment was 55® C.; periods of 
saocharifieation tim© tested trnm 0, 1, and 3 hours. The 
effect of thinning with mold-hran and with water extract of 
the same on the alcohol yield from corn mash saooharified 
with mold-bran was studied. Two p®r cent of a mold-bran 
preparation produced from Aspergillus oryzae Ho, 38 was used 
for thinning, and 6 par cent of it was used for saecharifiea-
tion# fhe pH of the msh was adjusted to 5 before saceharifica-
tlon, 
Alcohol yields obtained froa com mashes treated by 
these different thinning and saooharification methods are 
suaaarized la Table 15, 
mBH 15 
IFflCf OF METHOD OF THIIMIIG GOQKW M4SH ABB OF 
SAOOMIFIGAf lOS TIMS OS ALOOHOL 
TISLDS IROM GOBI mSH SACCHlLHIflM) BT MOLD-BEAH 
fhinning Saooharifieation Alcohol Yield, 
Agents Time, hours ^ of Theory 
malt §5 3 90.2 
2^  aold-bran §§ 3 89.5 
2^  mold-bran 5S 1 90.2 
aold-bran extraet^  §§ 3 91.2 
moid-bran 55 0^ 92.5 
0.04 I HOI (Gontrol) 30 1 94.5 
1. lioM-toraa ©xtraet was aat© up fey stirring 12 g. of 
aold-l»ran with 300 ml. of distillsd watar using aa 
©l®«tri© aix®r for about 20 minutes. The extraot 
was filtered aad on© tenth of its total Yol\na®, 
wMeh was «qMifal#iit to 1,B g. of fflold-feran, was 
ad<S®i to the aash oontaiaiBg ®0 g. of oora. 
B. "Zero hour" means that aft©r the mash and mold-feran 
©xtraet had h@#n mi^ ed in th© Whiz-aiixer at S5® C., 
th© aash. was s@t asiS# at rooa t»ap«ratur@. As soon 
as the aash had eooled down to 30® C., it was 
inoQemlatad with yeast eultur@. 
Th@ data in Table 15 IndiQate that th© sold-bran extract 
was a h«tt©r thinning ag@at than either dry aold-feran powder 
or aalt. Tkere was w@Ty little difference between th© latter 
two agents. Conoerning the saceharifioation time, keeping 
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tb© mash for ©a© or mor© hours at 55® G, did not seem to 
aid the saeeharifieatioa. On tli© other hand, letting the 
Hash eool gradually from S5® to 30® right after the mold-bran 
had been added and mixed, gave a higher alcohol yield.. 
Nevertheless, all these processes, of thinning cooked mash 
gave considerably lower yields of alcohol than the laethod 
of partial acid hydrolysis. 
'®* l^ hinning by qui ok cooling* Ghristensen (1940) 
suggested the aethod of quick cooling to reduce the viscosity 
of the Mash of starchy material. This was done by cooking 
the mash containing §0 g, of corn with 150 ml. of distilled 
water. After sterilization, the hot aiash was thoroughly 
Mixed with another 150 Ml. of cold distilled water. This 
generally brought the temperature of the maah down to about 
55® C, fh® pH of the mash was adjusted to 5, and 6 per 
cent of aold-bran was added, fhe mash was then thoroughly 
mixed for about two minutes in a Whiz-mixer. 
fhe effect of quick cooling together with the effect 
of saccharificatioa time on the alcohol yield from corn 
aash saccharified with aold-bran were studied. Mash contain­
ing 60 g. of com, and a fflold-bran preparation produced from 
As per igillug oyyaae No. 38 were used in these experiments, 
fhe results are given in -fable IS. 
- 7? 
Tmm 16 
HUCT Of qUIOK G00LI1& AID S40CHAHIfIGATI0H TIME 
OH ALCOHOL YIELDS fEOM COEK MASH SAGCHARIFISD BY 
MOLD-BEAl 
freatment Saccharifieation 
femp., ®G. fim®, hours 
Alcohol 
Yield 
% of Theory 
Quick^  cooling 55 0 89.5 
•Quick cooling' 55 3 88,7 
0.04 11 HCl 30 1 94.5 
fliese results show that quiek cooling was less efficient in 
thiimlng than were the other processes. 
Sine® all of these ezperimeats on thinning of corn 
mash aisciissed above were performed at the same time, 
and the same mold-hran preparation was used in all cases, 
the best alcohol yields obtained from these experiments 
furnish an accurate coaparison of the efficiency of the 
different thinning processes. This is shown in Table 17. 
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TABLE If 
oommmon of fas sFfiGiENOT of thb 
BIffSElHf fHIMUG PROGISSIS 
Proo@BS®g Saooharificatloji Alooliol 
fa]ip.,®0. fim©, hours Yield, 
% of Theory 
Preaoldiag SO 1 93.5 
Premaltiag 30 1 9E.5 
fhinaing cooked mash 
with aold-hran extract 55 0 92.5 
fhinaing cooked aash 
with dry mold-hraa 55 1 90.2 
quick cooling 55 0 89.5 
0.04 1 HOI iOontrol) 30 1 94.5 
This eomparisoa shows that next to partial acid hydrolysis, 
presoldiBg is the heat a»omg all of th© thinning prooesses. 
fhisning ©ooked aash with moM-hran extract is th© second 
best. It shomM he noted here that these experiments on 
th© effeet of thinning on th© alcohol yields frosi corn mash 
saecharified by aold-hran ean he considered only as a pre­
liminary study. Modifications on the mechanical methods 
s^ ich as stirring and time of mixing of the mash may improve 
mm 9^ WW 
aad fax J the final yield of alcohol. However, this pr®-
lijiijQar:r study shows that if it is desirahle to eliminate 
the use of dilute aeid, alternative processes ean be employed 
without saorifioiiig much of the aleohol yield and without 
somplieatiag the proeedure to aay oonsiderable extent. 
S®Q-oadary addition, of mold-bran 
froa the investigation of the activities of mold 
amylases produced from twenty-seven representative strains of 
jaolds discussed above, it can be concluded that the highest 
ethanol yields coneistently obtained froa corn mash saccharified 
with amylase preparations froa molds grown on bran without 
addition of mineral salts were about 93.5 per cent, and 95.0 
per cent in cases where mineral salts were added to the bran, 
fhese yields are 5 to 6.5 per cent lower than the theoretical. 
Several factors may contribute to the failure to obtain 
theoretical yields. Carbohydrates are utilized by growth 
of yeast, some evaporation of alcohol occurs during the 
incubation period, by-products such as glycerol are formed, 
and the saccharification of the starch may be incoaplete. 
Of these factors, the most important in the present study is 
the possibility of inooiaplete saoch-arification. Some laodifi-
eations in procedure were made to attempt to diminish the 
last named factor. 
Incomplete saceharification nay be due to either or 
both of the following causes; first, the activity of the 
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aa^ flase preparations aay be iasufficiont to break down th© 
starofa o©iiplet®ly to f©ra®atabl© sugaraj second, the mold 
©jizyaes my hme th& ability to resjnthesis sii^le fer-
aentable sugars to mferaeatable polysaooharldes, 
In th© previous attempt to Improve th© activity of the 
amylase preparations, addition of miaerai salts to the braa 
mash was found to iaoreas# the a^lolytic activity of amylase 
preparatioas•from strains of Aspergillus oryzae as already 
discussed. An attempt was also made to reduce the possible 
loss du© to resynthesis of simple fermentable sugars to 
unfermeatable polysaccharides by some of the mold enzymes. 
It was thought that if amylase preparation were added at 
intervals, in amounts that would maintain the concentration 
of the enzyses at a level where the resynthesis would be 
held at a ainiaua, the alcohol yield might be improved. This 
was done by adding part of the total amount of the mold-bran 
before beginning the fermentation and part of it during the 
feraentatioB* ©lis is what is called "secondary addition" of 
aoM-bran* 
Preliminary teats showed that 2 per cent of mold-bran 
was an adequate amount for the secondary addition. The desir­
able time for the secondary addition was between the 20th and 
g4th hour of fermentation. One amylag® preparation from 
Asservillus orjzae lo. 38 and one- fro® Rhlzoptis orvzae No. 33 
were selected for this study, Bie alcohol yields from corn 
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masfa sa0oiia3rifi®4 with "fchss© amylase preparations with and 
witliout the laodifioatioa of secoMary addition ar© compared 
in Tal)le 18. 
18 
OCMPARISOH OF M-GOHOL TISIDS FROM COEH mSH 
SACCHMilflED WITH AMHASl. PRlPiilATIOHS WIIH 
AID mmom amommj addition 
Mold Mold Mold-bran Alcohol Yield, 
Gultiare % of Corn % of Theory 
• Ho. 1st Add . End Add. 
A. or^ zae 38 4 0 92.0 
g S 92.5 
A, oryzae 38 6 0 93.5 
4 g 94.3 
A' 9jzm® 38 8 0 94.8 
6 z 95.0 
R, oryzae 33 4 0 92.8 
2 s 93.9 
R, o^jzm 33 6 0 93.5 
4 2 94.2 
B. orFza© 3 8 0 93.1 
6 E 93.5 
The atsov® data show that, in general, the secondary 
addition of aold-hran gave an increase of 0.7 to 1.1 per 
oent of alcohol yield. 1?h©se data also indicate that in 
cases of alcohol yields between 94.5 to 95.0 per oent obtained 
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without saeoMary aaiition of mold-bran, the effect of 
secondary addition became auefa less significant. It is 
conceivable tbat secondary addition would do little or 
no good with ©nylas® preparations whioli, without secondary 
addition, give alcohol yields already olose to the hi^ est 
yields obtainable, 
fertiary addition of mold-bran, i.e., dividing the 
aaowit of »ld-bran to be added into three portions, and 
adding on© portion before th© feraentation starts, the other 
two portions at EO to 24 hour intervals, and secondary addi­
tion of 10 ml. of active yeast culture have also been tried, 
Keither these aodifications nor any ooabination of these 
aodifications further iaproTed the alcohol yields, 
li® ^  mold-bran mixtures 
fhe effect of mixtures of mold-bran preparations on 
th© yield of alcohol has also been studied. A series of 
different proportions of mixtures of amylase preparations 
from mold belonging to different genera, have been tested. 
None of these mixtures with or without the modification of 
secondary addition gave a higher alcohol yield than that 
obtained by using the corresponding aimount of the better 
strain alon®. 
1. fementation of Tarious Starchy Materials 
The obJectlT® of this thesis, as indicated by its 
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title, was to aak® a oompaxatiT® study of the relatiY© 
aetlTlties of the aaylas® preparations from different laolds 
as saeeharlfyiag agents in the ethanol fermentation of 
starehy materials. In making this eoaparative sttidy, it 
wag necessary to ©hoos® a standard substrate. Corn was s®-
l@ot@d as the rapres^ ntatiT# starehy material, heoaus© corn 
aash is m&j to handle and giyes more uniform fermentation 
results. In addition, com is the primary starchy material 
used in (iihanol feriaentation at the present time. The results 
obtained from the study of the relative activities of the 
amylase preparations from different molds in saccharifying 
corn mash should give valuable indications of the behaviors 
of the corresponding aiaylase preparations toward other starchy 
aaterials, although the results may not be entirely parallel. 
In addition to the relatively extensive investigation of the 
activities of aold amylases as saccharifying agents in the 
ethanol fermentation of corn, prelininary studies of the use 
of iiold amylases to saccharify aashes of wheat, oats, barley, 
tv#o varieties of sorghua and rice have also been undertaken, 
Amylase preparation produced by Aspergillus orvzae Ho. 38 
On© series of feriaentations was run by using an 
amylase preparation produced by Aspergillus orvzae No. 38 to 
saccharify ZO per cent mashes of corn, wheat, Spartan barley, 
oats, Lsotl red sorghum, Kafir pink sorghum and rice under 
identical conditions esploying the standard procedure. The 
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relatiT® aleohol yields obtained tvm. th« fermentation of 
%kms® aash.es with i and 8 per aent laold-'bran for sacehari-
fieatioa are siaasarized im fable If. 
fABUS 19 
COMPMISOl OF ALG0HOL YUMS FROM VARIOUS 
BTmom MkTmiAm SACCHARIflSD- WITH' AIvIYIASl 
imiPAlATIOHS MODUGEB BY ASgERSILLUS ORYZAl NO. 38 
Materials Mold-bran 
fo ot Corn 
Aloohol Yield, 
% of Theory 
Oorn iOoatrQl) 6 91. E 
8 92.9 
Wheat 6 80.0 
8 83.e 
Spartan Barley 6 79.5 
8 81.0 
Oats 6 89.0 
8 89.5 
l.e©ti red sorghua 6 87.5 
8 89.0 
Kafir pink sorghim 6 95.5 
8 96.7 
Eioe 6 95.7 
8 97.0 
Thee© results show that wheat and barley gave lew 
aleohol yields, it was notieed that the wheat and barley 
Bashes were still quite thick after they had been autoclared 
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witb 0.04 H li|€roeliloric acid. The fermentatioas of these 
aashes were also slow and took about five days to complete. 
Oats and Leoti red sorghim gave fairly good alcohol yields 
although they were about 3 per cent lower than those from 
oom. fhe mashes of oats were quite thick after autoolay-
iag with dilute acid, while the mashes of both varieties of 
sorghum and rise were as thin as those of oorn. 
Saceharlfioatioa of rice laashes appeared to be par­
ticularly smooth and the fermentations were completed in a 
little over two days, lia® is considerably more expensive 
than other grains; its use in industries is probably out 
of question. Th® hi#i alcohol yields obtained from Kafir 
pink sor^ um look particularly promising. Its feasibility 
in the aanmfaeture of industrial alcohol deserves consider­
ation and study. 
Aavlase Preparation produced by Aspergillus orvzae No. ^  
An amylase preparation produced from Aspergillus oryzae 
Ho. B was used to saccharify 20 per cent laashes of oats, 
rice, Leoti red sorghum and Kafir pink sorghum. Oorn was 
used as a control. The alcohol yields obtained from these 
aashos with 6 per oent laold-bran for sacoharifioation are 
sumaarized in fafele SO. 
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TASLM 20 
OOMPAHISOl OF ALCOHOL TIIIDS FROM VARIOUS STAHOHT 
mfSRIALS SikOCMIfllp WISH MiYLABM PRlPAMflON 
PEOBUOID BT Aspmamjjs OBJzm MO. B 
i&terials Mold-hran, Alcohol Yield, 
•  ^of Corn •  ^of "Eheory 
Corn (Oontrol) e 91.5 
Oats 6 89.0 
Kio® 6 93.4 
Leoti red sorghum 6 86.7 
Kafir pink: sorghm 6 96.2 
Agaia, rice aM Eafir pink sorghtim gav@ alcohol yields 
eojasiderably higher than from corn, whil© oats and Leoti 
red sorghm gafs yields lower than from corn. 
3- preparation produced hy tlaoor rouxii Ho. £ 
fw©nty per cent mashes of ric©, Leoti red sorghm and 
Kai^ ir pisk sorghiam wer© furtlier studied. Six per cent of 
an aaylas® preparation produced by Mueor rouxii Mo. 4 was 
used for saeoharification of these mashes. Corn mash was 
used as ooiitrol. !Ph0 results are sumarized in Table 21. 
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msis 21 
COHPMISOlf OF ALOOHOL YIS.DS FROM TABIOUS STARGHY 
M F^LEIALS SAOGMMHIM WI® AMYIASL HllEARATIOK 
PRODUGID BY MUOOR ROmi NO. 4 
Materials Mold-bran, 
$ of Gorn 
Alcohol Yield, 
 ^of Theory 
Corn (Ooatrol) § 87,4 
lio® 6 95.0 
Leoti red sorghuM 6 91.6 
Kafir pink sori^ ua 6 97.5 
It is iat^ festing to not® that in using the amylase 
prsparatioa jprodtieea fxtsa Miioor rotixii Ho, 4, Leoti red 
sorghtaa ga*?© a higher alcohol yield thaa corn did, and 
Safir pink sor^ ma ga*sf© a particularly high yield of 97,5 
per o@jQt, The yisldg obtained from mashes of rioe and th® 
two varieties of sor^ ua aaccharified by th® aiiylase pre­
paration prodm0«d fr<m this Macor were higher thaa th© 
corresponding yislds obtained from aa#h0S saooharified by 
th® a^la®® pr®paratloii0 from th© two strains of Aapergilltis 
oryzae t@st@d.. 
It should b® remarked, howersr, that these data can 
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be coasitared oal;^  as results of prellialnary study. More 
axteasi"?© exfierlaeats, suoh, as the fermentation of these 
graia mashes usiag a series of conoentrations of mold-bran, 
ar© r@qa.ir©€ to oonfira thes© results aM thair consistency. 
Aaylaae preparation produo&a by Rhizopus deleaar No. Ig 
amd Rhlzopus oryza© Ho, 32 
Mylasa preparations produoed from Rhizopua deleiaar 
No, 13 and Rhizopus oryzae Ho» 32 were then used to saccharify 
ths 3iash#s of rie© and the two varieties of sorghum. Siz 
per cent MOld-bran was used for 20 per cent mashes. Corn 
was @aploy©d as the control, fh® alcohol yields obtained from 
th®s® mash@s are compared in Tabl® 2S. 
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TABLl 28 
COMPABISOI Of ALCOHOL TIILDS IROII YilRIOUS SfARCHT 
M&f!SKIAia SACCmilFia)- WIIS AMtLASl PBIPARATIOKS 
PEODUCID M RHIZOHJS' Pgl^ iaR HO. 13 AID RHiaOHJS 
OM'Zm MO.gg. 
Material iold-bran, 
of Cora 
Ale<Aol Ti©M 
fs of Theory 
E. deleaar lo. 13 
Com (Control) 6 9S.S 
lie© 6 93.4 
Leoti refi sorghum 6 86.7 
Kafir pink sorghum 6 93.4 
E. mfzm Ho. SS 
Com lOoBtrol) S 87,4 
Eio® ft 88.5 
Leotl rea iorgkim 6 89.5 
Kafir piak sorghim 6 92.0 
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ThBS® results show generally tliat mashes of riee and the two 
Tarieties of sorglim saocliarified bj the amylase prepara­
tion produeed froa Rhizopus deleaar Ho. 13 gave good alcohol 
yields, while the activity of the amylase preparation produced 
Bhi-zopag oryzae Ho, 3£ was considerably lower in 
saeoharifying theae corresponding mashes. 
From these preliminary studies of the fermentation 
of Tarions starchy materials, it can be concluded that all 
the Tarious etarchy Materials tested produced considerable 
aaounts of alcohol. Alcohol yields obtained from fermenta­
tion Hashes of Kafir pink sorghum and rice saccharified with 
the different amylase preparations were consistently higher 
than those obtained froa corresponding fermentations of corn 
mashes. Kafir pink sor^ ghum deserves special attention, be­
cause it not only gave particularly hi^  alcohol yields but 
is also a cheap raw material for industrial application. 
Leoti red sorghum and oats gave alcohol yields of about 90 
per cent or slightly higher, while wheat and barley generally 
gave alcohol yields below 85 per cent. The cooked mashes of 
wheat and barley appeared quite thick. It is probable that 
soa© aodificatioas in liquefication of the mashes such as 
preaolding or using aeid of higher concentration In cooking 
the mashes, or modifications in the saccharification procedure 
or proportion of raold-bran employed would increase the 
alcohol yields, fhe use of higher concentrations of ®old-
bran in saccharifieation would likely improve the alcohol" 
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yislts sine© In these ©xparlaents only 6 per cent of aold-
hran was used. 
It should b© noted h@r« that only one sample of ©ach 
of th@ starehy materials oth©r than cora has been employed 
la th@s® ©xparimeats. It is -difficult to say whether these 
single saaples are adequately representative. More exten­
sive studies are needei to confirm these results and the 
oonsisteaey of these results before proper general conclu-
Biona eaii be irawn on the feraentatioa of these various 
starohy aaterials. At any rate the results obtained from 
these preliminary experimeats provide indications of the 
relative activities of the amylase preparations produced 
froa representative species of molds toward the various 
starchy materials and the feasibility of the various starchy 
aaterlals as substrates for ethanol fermentation. 
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rx, mimmt Mm OOSGIUSIONS 
1. ffee ataylolytle aetlTities of th© amylases produced 
from g7 ©train® of moMa la saceliarifyiiig aorn msh for 
ethanol feraeatatioji ha*?© hmxi eoapared, Hinety per oeat or 
Mgfaer yieWs of aleohol were obtained from SO per cent com 
aagii sascliarlfiei toy amylase proparatioas from E3 of the 27 
strain® of aoMs tested. 
2. A mw and efficient laboratory method for culturing 
molds on wheat braa up-sh in special 5-quart aluainum pots 
©qmipped for aeration has beea deT®loped. Growth of the 
mpMs In pots is more rapid and uoiform, aad the amylolytic 
actiTities of the products are greater than when grown in 
th® rotating drums previously employed. 
3. fhe Method for eulturing the molds is as follows: 
Th® bran aash used as mediua is prepared by moistening 
750 g. of wheat bran with an equal weight of 0,3 H hydro­
chloric acid. The wet bran is packed into th© pot and 
sterilized in th® autoclave at IS lbs. for 50 minutes. The 
cooled bran aash is mixed with 10 g. of well-sporulated mold 
culture grown in flasks on wheat bran mash, and the inoculated 
material is packed firmly into the pot. Th® culture is incu­
bated at 30® C., until the temperature rises to 37® to 40® G., 
thus indicating rapid growth of the mold. The growing mold 
mass is than aerated by passing air through th© pot at a 
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pressur® of one-half lECh of wat@r. After aeration for 16 
to 24 homrs the bran Is well ooTered with mold myoeliuia and 
the material, which is designated as mold-bran, is remoTed, 
spread out on paper and dried at room temperature. The dried 
material is ground in a Wiley mill, and is used as such to 
saccharify.corn aashes for fermentation tests, 
4, procedure for saceharification is as follows: 
fhe corn^ s^h i® prepared bj mixing 60 g. of grain of known 
starch content with 300 lal. of G.04 K hydrochloric acid in a 
500-al* Srlenaeyer flask, gelatinized by heating over a hot 
plat® with f^ quent shaking and sterilized at SO lbs. for 30 
minutes, f^ter cooling, the grain msh is neutralized with 
sodixia hydroxide solution and adjusted to a pH 
of 4.5 to 5,0. The desired amount of mold-bran and the grain 
aash are then mixed in a Whiz-Mixer for one minute. After 
the aash is incubated at 30® G, for one hour, it is inoculated 
with SO 1^ 1, of a BO to 84 hour old yeast culture, Sacoharoiayces 
cereTisiae.in 10 per cent aalt extract solution, fhe mash 
is then incubated at 30® 0, fhe fermentation is generally 
completed in f2 hours. 
5. Saccharification performed at 30® C, for one hour 
has been found to be just as good as at 55® C, for on© or 
more hours. With some molds the yields were consistently 
higher when saccharification was performed at the lower temper­
ature. The fact that saccharification with aold-bran can 
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be aeeoipllsliad satisfaotorily at fermentation temperature, 
in oontrast ?;ith tli® higiier temperatures oomaonly used with 
r»lt, should b® an important adTaatage in the us© of mold-
bran ia industrial processing. 
Physieal oondition of the mold-hran preparation is 
of no praetioal sigaifioanoe. However, slurry seems to he 
most satisfaotory in praotiee. Mold-hran has excellent keep­
ing quality. In the case of amylase preparations produced 
Asper^ illuB oryme lo. 2, no significant deterioration 
¥fas ©hserred after a period of two years. 
f, j&mong the 8 strains of Agper^ illus tested, the use 
of preparations from Asgergillug; oryzae Ho. S, Ho. 38 and 
lo. 40 gave highest conversion of staroh into ethanol. The 
average aaxlaua yield of ethanol produced by using amylase 
preparations from these aolds was, in general, about 93,0 to 
t3.§ per o-ent, 
8. Amylase preparations produced by Muoor rouxli and 
Muoor eirsinelloides were quite active while that produced by 
Mucor Javaaioma was relatively inferior. 
9* fh@ amylase preparations produced by species of 
Peaoillium were less aetive in converting starch into alcohol 
in ooaparison with the preparations from other genera afmolde. 
fhe a^ lase preparation® produced by Fenioilliuia ohrvsogenum 
were particularly poor. 
10. Most of the amylase preparations obtained froia the 
IS strains of Hhlzopus ¥s?ere very active. Aiaylaae preparations 
from Bhigc^ pus A®l@iaar Ko. IS, Mo. 13 and No, 34, and those 
froa Shiac^ puB oryzae lo. IS, Ifo. 32, and No, 33 w©r© particu­
larly good. fh@ alcohol yields from th6 amylase preparations 
ohtain^ d froa the lb@st strains of Rhizopus were as good as 
I 
thos© obte^ ined froa the best strains of Aspergillus. However, 
preparattojns froa th© best strains of Aspergillus orvzae 
seeaed to ^ iv® more consistent results than preparations 
froa any o^ her molds. 
11, 
molds were 
fh© amylase preparations from the two unidentified 
{juit© effective although not as active as those 
produced fjroia the better strains of Aspergillus. Rhizopus. 
• • • • • i 
and tecor, 
Ig, Different processes have been tried to reduce the 
: 
viscosity pf the fera^ tation Msh. Partial acid hydrolysis, 
i.e. us® oif 0.04 H hydrochloric acid to cook the mash was the 
best procejass. Preaolding, preaalting and thinning cooked 
aash with 'jaold-bran extract all gave satisfactory results, 
fhinning cj^ oked aash with dry aold-bran was not as satisfac­
tory as th^  us© of ^ Id-bran extract. Quick cooling has not 
yet been pi'oved to be very effeotive. 
13, Sedondary addition of mold-bran gave, in general, 
an inoreas^  of 0.? to 1.1 per cent alcohol yield. In eases 
where alcohol yields between 94,5 to 95.0 per cent were 
obtained wjlthout secondary addition of aold-bran, the effect 
of seeondajpy addition became imch less si^ ificant. It is 
I 
conceivably that secondary addition would do little or no 
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gooS witM aaylas© preparations vAioh, without secondary 
additioa, pi-r® alcohol yields clos© to the highest yields 
ohtainahl©!, 
i 
14. fertiary addition of mold-braa, secondary addition 
of yeast, ^ ind the use of aold-hran mixtures have also hmn 
: 
tried in atteapting to further iaprov© th® conversion of 
starch to i^lcohol. None of thes@ modifications was found to 
b® ©ffeotiV®. 
15. fhe addition of traces of ferrous and zinc sulfates 
to the hrah aash Increased th© aaylolytic activity of mold-
bran preparations froa strains of Aspgr^ illua. oryzae. while 
the saa® .g^ ts appeared to retard the effectivenesa of the 
strains of! Bhi'^ opus. However, this does not prove that 
mineral salts are not essential for the mximua growth of 
RhizOBfia. cultures; perhapa a different formula would 
give diffejeent results. 
16. from th© activities of aoM amylases produced from 
! 
the twentyfseven representative strains of molds investigated, 
it can be isonclud#d that the consistent hi^ iest ethanol yield 
obtained froa corn mash taccharified with amylase preparations 
froa aoldg grown on bran without addition of mineral salts 
was about te.S per cent, and 95.0 per cent in casea when 
Mineral saints were added to the bran. %ese yields are 
§ to 0.5 p^ r cent lower than the theoretical. It is unlikely 
that bette^ tr yields than those shown may be expected under 
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laboratory ooMitloas. Without question soma of tb© 
earbobydraite miist be utilized in building up tbe protoplasm 
I 
of tbe ye^ st, soa© aleoliol will be lost by eraporation, and 
small aaoiints of glycerol are always produced in nonaal 
i 
yeast fermentations. 
If, Besides eorn, the other starchy materials inves­
tigated we|re wheat, oats. Spartan barley, oats, Leoti red 
sorghua, ijafir pink sor^ um and riee. Amylase preparations 
froffl 5 stiiains of molds were u#®d to saeeharify the mashes 
of these a^ terlals, using & per eent mold-bran in each ease. 
i , • • • • 
fhese aoldjs were iisperMllus oryzae Ho. 38 and Mo. 2, Muoor 
roi^ ii Mo.i 4,. Bhizopus delemar Ho. 13 and Rhizopus oryzae 
No. 3E. 
10. Froffi these preliminary stiMies of the fermentaticai 
of various starehy materials, it ean be concluded that all 
the Tariou^  starehy materials tested produced considerable 
amounts of ^ leohol. Alcohol yields obtained from fermenta­
tion aashek of Kafir pink sorghum and rice saccharified with 
the different amylase preparations were consistently hi^ er 
than those obtained from corresponding fermentations of corn 
mashes. i:a.^ ir pini: sor.#iw deserves special attention, be­
cause it ni^ t only gives particularly high alcohol yields 
but is als^  a cheap raw matsrlal for Industrial application. 
Leoti red sorghum and oats gave alcohol yields of about 90 
per cent o^  sli^ itly higher, while wheat and barley generally 
gave alcoh©! yields below 85 per cent, fhese results do not 
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aac©ssarliy ijaply tliat wheat and toarlsy ar® poor starohy 
materials tor ethanol fsmantatioa., • fhe cooked mashes of 
wh@at aM iarlsy appsared quit© thick. It is very probable 
! 
; 
that some iiodificatioiis in liq^ uefieation of the mash, such 
as preaaltiag or using acid of higher concentration in cook­
ing the^  aaife®®* would increase the alcohol yields^ . Tery 
: 
likely the use of hi^ er concentrations of aold-bran in 
I 
saccharifi^ ation would also impro-ve the alcohol yields since 
only $ per I cent aoM-bran has so far been tried. 
If, As a final conclusion, it can be said that fungal 
amylases a:^ ® very satisfactory saccharifying agents in the 
©thanol fei®entatioa of starchy iiaterials. Besides produc­
ing hi^ or alcohol yields than ©alt, mold-bran is easily 
j 
prepared a4d in nade from abundant and cheap raw material. 
1 
It would s#ea that the use of mold-bran to replace malt in 
the production of industrial alcohol should hold much promise, 
! 
particular|.y in meeting th© urgent need of saccharifying 
agents in the expanded grain alcohol industry of to-day. 
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